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or not
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Building the broadband delivery system that will enable you to compete aggressively
into the next century requires three things: flexibility to invest and adapt to changing
market demands, high capacity to make the most efficient use of available spectrum, and
integration to handle and manage multiple services over asingle platform. You'll find all
these and more in the ADC Homeworx HFC Transport System.
Using OFDM modulation, Homeworx effectively doubles
the available capacity (up to 240 DSOs per 6MHz) over
QPSK methods. This added efficiency allows both
telephony and high-speed Internet data services to be
1
"11111111911i bole

provided using the same equipment and 6Mhz spectrum.
The modular Homeworx architecture provides "pay as you go"

migratability from standalone telephony, data or video to fully integrated
broadband services. And comprehensive network management ties it all together.
So for flexible, efficient broadband service
delivery of voice, data and video, the answer
is as easy as ADC. Call us for more details at
800 366-3891.
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ADC Telecommunications
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Without Wavetek's PathTralf system, you could look at this return path
puzzle forever and still not liad the solution. Ream,
uhIe. .iL,: probl,
th,

betw L.,

nlio and the he.iiord, but there's no way to know -when it started or where

it's coming from. T: rid] now hunt:hieing Wavetek's Padilla': Perfoimance Nionitoring ,'Ystem. The einlv ssacm

-0 -

RETURN PATH

OUT

that gives you the entire realm path picture. Only Wavetek's Padarak Perfonance Mon.toring Systcm
Wavetek Corp 1997

(....

New PathTrak Performance Monitoring System

detects small ingress problems before they become big ones • Isolates the exact problem •Stores historical
performance data to aid in future repairs • Provides remote spectrum
analyzer view .of noise at the headend or hub. The return path puzzle:
Look closely, the problem is there and your crews have been searching for
aweek. Still can't find it? Call Wavetek. We can solve any puzzle, even
the real hard ones. 1-800-851-1202. Visit us at Www.wavetek.com on the web.

WAvŒ-rmc
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Technology as abusiness

W

elcome to the third edition of the new-look CED magazine. We hope
you're enjoying the improved aesthetics of the magazine as much as
we are creating it and presenting it to you. We've added more color
and more graphics. We've opened things up to make them easier to read. We compartmentalized the content to make things easier to find.
In many ways, though, we really haven't changed anything, with one exception.
We're now spicing many of our stories with adash of "business." Why? Because we've
recognized what most people in the industry are also coming to understand: that technology and technologists don't reside in avacuum. Technology doesn't exist for technology's sake alone; there has to be areason to deploy it, or even the most inventive
products will never see the light of day. It's important that you, the reader, understand
how technology can be
implemented in away that
either saves you money,
makes you more efficient,
We've recognized
or derives new revenue for
that technology and
your company.
A case in point: Rebusiness issues are
cently, I received an
inextricably intertwined
e-mail from asmall cable
ROGER BROWN, EDITOR
operator in the Midwest.
This person runs a300
MHz semi-rural cable
system that's contiguous
to agood-sized Time Warner system. The 10-mile plant is 15-years-old, and the population in the franchise area is growing at least 10 percent per annum. This person
wanted to know if there was an article that explained when it was "right" to rebuild.
A pure technologist would say that it is absolutely time to rebuild because that
plant is technologically obsolete. But an enlightened technologist has to factor in some
economics, too. Would anyone advocate acomplete rebuild if additional revenue wasn't part of the equation? Doubtful. So, Iwrote back, explaining that cable plant hardware can be made to last along, long time. But if the company was interested in delivering high-speed data, pay-per-view, digital video or any of the emerging technologies
in order to compete and bring additional revenue, Isaid an immediate rebuild to 750
MHz could be justified by these new opportunities. With only 10 miles of plant and
nearly 1,000 customers, the business case looks pretty strong to me.
Those are the kinds of stories we intend to bring you in CED. Sure, we'll continue
to cover technology just as we always have. That will never change. But we're going to
bend over backwards to put technology into acontext that will help cable operators
understand how they can use it to improve their business.
What do you think? Are we on the right track? Pick up the telephone and give me a
call, or drop an e-mail to me at RBrowner@aol.com. I'm interested to hear how we can
best serve you and provide the information you need to do your job better.
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Proven CableUPS" uninterruptible power.
LC0 Smart Display for real-time operation information.
Programmable, 3stage temperature-compensated battery charger.
100% front panel access, test points and connections.
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Alpha XM Series Uninterruptic le Power Supplies have earned
the trust of Cable TV operators around the world. The new
XM Series 2 builds on this success while irrcorporating
industry leading technology and operating improvements.
Alpha offers a full line of power solutions as well as
complete field maintenaice and installation services for all
communication powering applications. Alpha power
products benefit from mare than 20 years of industry
experience and more than 500,000 power
installations in the most demanding
environments imaginable. Investigate the e sdpil
'Power' of Alpha @ 800-421-8089.
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ALPHAITECHNOLOGIES

3767 Alpha Way Bellingbain, WA 98226 Tel: 360-647-2360 Fax: 360-671-4836 Web: wwwalplia.com
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Finding data spec growing room

3
2

While the MCNS/DOCSIS has been designed
with elbow-room to accommodate new services,
operators should begin planning ahead for key
Quality of Service extensions to allow for a
smooth response to future applications.

The ITLPHY effect

40

Several high-capacity modulation methods

known as "HI_PHY" may allow operators to plan for future
services now, perhaps without paying acost penalty.

Manhandling interoperability

2
2

The whole megillah of creating interoperable

cable modems that can be sold in retail stores is acollaborative effort that represents amilestone for the cable
industry's technical community. Now that the process is
almost finished, what are MSOs and vendors thinking?

8
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CONSERVE
YOUR S
PACE.

and Emergency Alert capabilities. And to help keep your
cable service available 24 hours aday, Standard's exclusive
Smart Link protocol instantly re-routes input and output
signals in anetwork redundancy module when an error is
detected. If the power goes out, Smart Link automatically
switches to DC power supplied through the unit's rear panel.
In aworld of increasing demands and decreasing space,
STRATUM is the solution. Call the Standard Communications
Satellite and Broadband Division for full
details today.

With headend rack space being scarce or sometimes
non-existent, Standard Communications brings you the
STRATUM, the first and smallest headend modulation
system of its kind anywhere in the world.
STRATUM accommodates up to eight vertically-mounted
modules -plus apower supply -in aspace only seven-inches
high. Which means it gives you awhole spectrum of channels in minimal rack space but with maximum flexibilitv.
STRATUM gives you easy access
to computer remote
control, Integrated
Status Monitoring
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eStandard
Communications

SATELLITE & BROADaell
PRODUCTS
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS:
CANADIAN HEADQUARTERS:

DIVISION

Torrance CA •(800) 745-2445 •Fax: (310) 532-0397

Ontario, Canada •(905i 665-7501 •Fax: (905) 665-7486.

W EBSITE: http:fiwww.standaodcomm.comisatcom
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Fiberline

52

1998

COLUMNS

Crafting atow-cost upgrade. Traditional cable

plant upgrades may not fit the bill when it comes to introducing
new, two-way services. Executives with AT&T Labs—Research
describe an alternative approach using mini-fiber nodes.

6

In perspective

91

In the loop

114

Capital currents

Industry's praise shines on Williamson. Time Warner's
Louis Williamson wins the prestigious Polaris Award.

Advanced Networking

72

Digital, data hot issues at Emerging Tech.

The SCTE's recent Emerging Technologies conference offered
the industry's technical personnel tips on how to construct adigital platform to support new service offerings.

Are operators ignoring the capacity crunch? New fiberbased solutions for expanding bandwidth could pay off, if operators are willing to explore them.

Broadband Business

88

Cable chasing business market with data

services. The technological and operational challenges of capturing the business market for high-speed data services.
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NGRESS PROBLEMS SLOWING YOU DOWN? -

WE'LL GET YOU UP TO SPEED.

)1997 I
lewlei t-Packard

Speed has never been as important in the race
to install and maintain your return path as it is
today. So the last thing you need is aproblem
with ingress. That's where the HP CaLan 3010R/H
Sweep/Ingress Analyzer comes in.

A comprehensive, flexible field tool.
The HP CaLan 3010R/H is the one tool that does
it all—even in the presence of ingress.
• Forward sweep
• Reverse sweep
• Signal-level measurements
(including digital signals)

Highlights of the HP CaLan 3010R/H include:
• Ingress Detection
When ingress corrupts return path communication, the headend unit transmits adisplay of
the ingress image to the field unit for immediate
troubleshooting.

TN1,.111)627.1/CED

• Dual Path Sweep
One headend box for both forward
and return sweep means more
efficient use of bandwidth, more space in the
headend and less equipment to buy.
New!

• Digital Power
New!

Quickly and accurately measures
average power of digital caniers—

including return path TDMA (bursted) carriers.
• DigiSweep Technology
HP CaLan set the industry standard with
its 5jis sweep pulse. It's so fast it can
pass through active digital traffic without
interference. And now our sweep speed
is even faster; measurements can be performed in 650 ms.

HP CaLan 3010R field unit

When speed counts, there's no faster way to
activate your return path and troubleshoot
ingress than the HP CaLan 3010R/H.

For more information call: 1-800-452-484e Ext. 5331.
'In (',tun

,,d1

Reader
Service

prognuu nuniber TN11:355.

www.hp.comlgoleatu
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LATEST NEWS AND INSIGHT

Cable modems hit retail shelves

F

ollowing through
on one of the visions of the dataover-cable standards
process, hardware vendors
and MSOs alike are making moves to bring high-speed
data modems to retail outlets
around the country.
General Instrument Corp.
struck first, entering into adeal with
computer retail powerhouse CompUSA
to stock its SURFboard telco-return cable
modems. CompUSA stores in Jacksonville
and Miami, Fla. and Encinitas, Calif. will
be the first to offer the modem.
Media0ne will support the retail
launch, with its Media0ne Express highspeed Internet service in Jacksonville,
where the company's network passes
400,000 homes. Adelphia Communications will support CompUSA in Miami,
where Adelphia passes 140,000 homes,
.11à,

and the Encinitas store will offer modems
to subscribers served by Daniels Cablevision and its I-Net Express high-speed
Internet service.
CompUSA will initially carry GI's
half-size ISA card. GI plans to offer its
first two-way MCNS-compliant SURFboard cable modem in the retail channel
by year-end.
Meanwhile, Cablevision Systems Corp.
decided to simply buy its way into the
retail market by plunking down some $80
million to acquire Nobody Beats the Wiz,
afinancially ailing East Coast electronics
retailer. Cablevision execs said the deal
gives the MSO direct access to its 25 million customers through the 36 stores the
company plans to keep open.
Following the buyout, customers will
be able to purchase PCs with high-speed
modems already installed, sign up for
@Home service, pay their cable bill and
order other services.

CableLabs, S-A
team on OpenCable

L

ooking for input from real-world
experiences, Cable Television

Laboratories Inc. has contracted
with Scientific-Atlanta to assist the
OpenCable project in relation to system integration of new OpenCable
devices and services. This work will
help ensure that the individual interfaces specified by the OpenCable project will support an integrated network
and set of services.
Under terms of the contract, S-A will
focus on the end-to-end system integration of new digital services over cable
networks.
Further, S-A will produce and document anetwork architecture reference
model; identify scenarios for customer
use, billing, and third-party applications; and help define key system/network interfaces, with special emphasis

Time to cast your SC TE ballot

1

fyou're amember of the SCTE, it's time to cast your ballot for the national board of
directors. At-large candidates include incumbent Ron Hranac of Coaxial International;
Brian James of the TAC Test Centre; and Ken Wright, CTO of Intermedia Partners.
Region 3candidates include incumbent Norrie Bush of TCI of Southern Washington; George Klenck of Chambers Cable; and Tim Templeton of Thomas & Betts.
In Region 4, incumbent M.J. Jackson of Gilbert Engineering is running against Jim
Wood of PPC. Region 5has current director Larry Stiffelman of CommScope pitted
against Dick Beard of Media0ne and Dave Clark of National Cable TV.
Over in Region 7, incumbent Jim Kuhns of Comcast is running against Rich Annabaldi of Pioneer, while Region 8has incumbent Steve Christopher of Thomas &
Betts/LRC going up against Don Shackelford of Time Warner Cable. Region 10 has Wes
Burton of Media0ne taking on Chris Huffman of Times Fiber Communications and Dick
Shimp of ComSonics. Finally, Region 12 incumbent John Vartanian is looking for re-election against Roger Pience of Watson Technologies and Dan Murphy of TCI.
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on the physical layer and communication layer interfaces.
OpenCable is aCableLabs-led
industry initiative which seeks to
obtain and deploy afamily of interoperable, advanced digital set-top boxes from various manufacturers. OpenCable seeks to establish specifications
for an open architecture to allow for
multiple operating systems and microprocessors.
It is anticipated that Scientific-Atlanta
will complete its work in the first quarter
of 1998, thereby allowing mid-year completion of the OpenCable specification.
S-A was chosen because of its history of integrating technology into interactive TV applications.

Scope Out Our
Revenue-Building
Network Solutions.
Fujitsu gives you the SONET-based
network service solutions that will
have new customers looking your
way. LAN interconnection, cell relay,
high-speed Internet access, DS1/3
circuits, survivable DSO-based services
and more. All designed with your
profitability in mind. Fujitsu was the
first supplier to offer full 7-layer OSI
capabilities across our entire product
line. Now we're giving you optimal
bandwidth utilization, lower network
management costs and maximum
flexibility as you grow into the
next century.

The Experience and
the Strength to Keep
You and Your
Customers Covered.
Fujitsu is the largest LEC supplier of
SONET technology in North America,
with over 60,000 flexible, reliable
systems in operation. Each system
includes Fujitsu networking features
like software-downloadable product
enhancements and remote memory
backup for network restoration.
From industry-standard OC-192 to
survivable DSO's, Fujitsu has your
network covered with the greatest
interoperability anywhere.
So call on the company that has
the expertise, the service support
and the experience to help you grow
your network. To find out more
about our revenue-building solutions,
call Fujitsu Network Communications,
Inc. at 1-800-777-FAST or e-mail us
at fast@fujitsu-fnc.cont

FUeTSU
Building Networks
that

Build Your Business.
www.fnc.fujitsu.com

upfront
LATEST NEWS AND INSIGHT

New device allows
TV shows to be paused

E

ver wished you could pause ashow you're watching on TV
to tend to something? IntelaSync Inc. recently unveiled a
technology that lets TV viewers "switch channels" to
anything that commands their attention without missing out on
their favorite shows.
Shown in public for the first time recently, the technology allows aviewer to put any TV broadcast on hold, then
resume watching wherever the show left off. Compatible
with all existing TV and Internet standards, IntelaSync technology also features auser-profiling system that paves the way
for anew era of television interactivity.
Intelasync executives hail the product as areal breakthrough
for interactive TV applications. "Our pause technology offers everyone
greater control over the
television viewing experience," said Walt Czerminired of having to move
ski, president of Intelathe bed to find the
Sync. "(It) frees you to follow Web links that might
phone plug so you can
access your e-mail every time
appear in afavorite TV
show without forcing you
you travel? Microsoft Corp
to miss the show itself."
ATCOM INFO and CGX ComAdditionally, the techmunications Inc are coming to
nology
features a"user-prothe rescue as they collaborate
filing" capability that perto offer high-speed
> mits custom delivery of
Internet access
Web content when
service for hotels
browsing occurs in
ATCOM, INFO s
conjunction with TV
IPORT product
viewing. For instance,
allows business travby logging which TV shows
elers to access the Internet
and Web sites attract a
e-mail and private networks
viewer, IntelaSync can help
from their guest rooms using
TV producers and adverthe hotel sexisting telephone
tisers offer that person cuswiring The commercial trials
tom Web content.
were scheduled to begin in
IntelaSync technology
February at approximately 15
is available under license
hotels with the system
for use in PCs and coninstalled in roughly 3000
sumer electronics devices.
guest rooms

Relief for the

business traveler
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T

rying in earnest to
stay competitive
with arch-rival Gen-

reverse-path transmitter,
which allows operators to
deploy two-way digital

eral Instrument for amajor
share of the digital set-top

capabilities immediately.

box market, ScientificAtlanta last month

deploy the equip-

announced that nine

its major systems,

Cox plans to
ment in several of

cable operators have

beginning in the

signed agreements to

first half of this

deploy the company's

year, with deploy-

end-to-end digital system

ment to cus-

that features the Explorer
2000 set-top box.

tomers in July.

Joining Time Warner

Adelphia will roll
out in its 165,000-

Cable and Comcast

subscriber Buffa-

Cable as customers are

lo, N.Y. cluster.

Cox Communications Inc.,

Marcus plans to introduce
two-way digital services in

MSOs commit
to purchase
Explorer units

three cities: Glendale,
Calif.; Ft. Worth, Texas; and
Birmingham, Ala.
Media0ne, which is less
bullish about digital services, will test market digital video and interactive

Adelphia Communica-

services in amajor system

tions, Marcus Cable,

later this year.

Media0ne, and three
Canadian cable opera-

In Canada, Rogers
Cablesystems Ltd.,

tors, which collectively

Videotron ltee, and Coge-

have committed to pur-

co Cable Inc. will also

chase 850,000 units. The

deploy the Explorer this

nine operators-representing six of the 10 largest

year. The three Canadian

U.S. operators and three
of the top four Canadian

cable operators have 4.8
million total customers.
Those MSOs plan to

operators-serve atotal of
33.2 million customers.

take delivery and installa-

The Explorer features

and digital interactive net-

tion of Explorer set-tops

Internet Protocols, HTML

work equipment for their

and JavaScript, and is

headends in Toronto,

expected to comply with

Montreal and Burlington-

OpenCable specifications.
The set-top also features a

Oakville (Ontario), respectively, beginning in the

real-time, open standards

second quarter of 1998.
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Terayon cable modems overcome noise ...
and deliver profits.
Seems like everyone's talking about cable
modems and data services. Tired of the
noise? We'll help you rise above it and
deliver aprofitable cable data business.
Get into the data business. Fast.

Terayon's widely praised S-CDMA cable
modems have been through rigorous trials
with major cable operators. We're shipping
in volume, and ready to help you deploy
data services -over any cable plant from all-coax to HFC.

Deliver revenue. Quietly.

Terayon's high capacity supports the
full range of broadband services -from
residential web access to telecommuting
and dedicated data services for business.
Our 14 megabit per second, two-way
performance, combined with superior
bandwidth management and Quality of
Service, supports the data applications
of today, with capacity to spare for the
opportunities of tomorrow.
Money in the bank. Consistently.

Reduce your costs. Noiselessly.

After all the noise, when the dust settles,
Our robust S-CDMA cable modems we deliver what really matters.
designed for harsh cable plant conditions - Lower startup and operational costs.
do not require costly plant upgrades.
Fast time-to-market. Over any cable plant.
So you can upgrade on your timetable.
Which translates to higher revenue
And with Terayon, you can lower
services for you.
maintenance costs and save abundle,
Don't just take our word for it. Give us acall
without sacrifidng, -today, or visit our web site and check
reliability or
•
out Terayon's cable modems
performance.
for yourself.

www.terayon.com
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US West, Ameritech
launch ADSL for data

I

fyou think ADSL will never get off the ground, think again.
US West Communications and Ameritech, through two different approaches, plan to deploy the service in their service
areas over the next few weeks.
First deployed in Phoenix last October, US West executives
said the company plans by June 1998 to expand its MegaBit Services ADSL and US West.net Internet access to 226 wire centers,
serving 5.5 million customer lines by June.
The ADSL service lets customers maintain acontinuous
"always-on" digital connection to the Internet or other data networks over adedicated portion of their existing phone line—with
no dial-up required. US West is also incorporating several key
upgrades, including NetSpeed's advanced SpeedRunner modem,
to provide access at speeds up to 7megabits per second.
Along with higher speeds, anew "splitterless" technology will
allow US West to deploy the service without sending out atechnician, while giving customers the ability to connect to their
corporate networks by day and the Internet by night. Customers
will even be able to link one computer to the Internet and another to acorporate network.
For $19.95 amonth, customers receive unlimited Internet
access, newsgroup access, two e-mail boxes, two megabytes of
personal Web-page storage and 24-hour technical support.
For about $40 amonth plus installation, occasional Internet or
work-at-home users can get 256 kbps access, while telecommuters and smaller businesses with greater bandwidth needs can
select aservice which provides 512 kbps access for about $65
amonth plus installation.
Heavier-use business customers needing more bandwidth
and video capability can get 768 kbps access at about $80 a
month plus installation.

C

able telephony has
come to Atlanta.

Media0ne has formally kicked off its local
facilities-based telephone-

its other service areas later
this year.
Being in BellSouth's
backyard, Media0ne

over-cable service in metro

expects fierce competition. In order to attract cus-

Atlanta. The service is

tomers, Media0ne will

being offered commercial-

offer: free installation; num-

ly to about 1,000 Atlantaarea homes, initially.

telephone line that

ber portability; and one
includes caller ID, call

Atlanta gets
dial tone

waiting, call forwarding,
and speed dialing for
$24.75 amonth. Other
packages of service are
also being offered, typically at prices 25 percent less

The move in Atlanta by
Media0ne is the company's first commercial
deployment of HFC telephone service in its cable
TV markets. The company

than BellSouth.
Media0ne executives
said the company is currently more than half way
through amajor network

plans to introduce tele-

upgrade that will continue
in its service areas over the

phone service in several of

next three years.

Meanwhile, Ameritech is partnering with Compaq Computer Corp. to install the equipment needed for ADSL-enabled
Internet access into future Compaq Presario personal computers. This means that later this year, customers will be able to purchase select Compaq Presario computers and have them configured by some retailers in parts of Michigan to run
Ameritech.net High Speed Internet Service.

Zenith bows out of analog set-top business

A

fter 15 years of production,
Zenith Electronics Corp. will

stop making analog set-

Cable customers of Zenith's

in late January. In the letter, Luehrs

Z-TAC, MM2500 and PM, PA and PZ

said Zenith will stop making the

set-tops got the news in aletter

analog line in the second quarter of

tops, opting instead to focus its

from Bill Luehrs, president of

this year.

efforts on digital products.

Zenith's Network Systems Division,
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What
you need
when you
need it.

Cable?

rp eleWire Supply offers
I immediate,

in-stock delivery

of coaxial cable products from
the worldwide quality leader,
CommScope.
• Developed to meet quality
standards of tomorrow's
broadband networks

On deadline? Relax. Immediate delivery of the

• Tough polyethelene jackets
and standardized, environ-

world's best coaxial cable is only a phone call

mentally sealed connector

away. That's because TeleWire Supply stocks

interfaces offer reliability

more CommScope coaxial cable than any

and craft friendliness

other distributor. From Quantum Reach® and

• All products deliver
installation flexibility,

P-III® trunk and distribution products to drop

low RF attenuation.
Unprecedented

cable, even Cable-in-Conduit, CommScope's

10-year warranty on

world-renowned quality is in stock and avail-

Quantum Reach® cable

able when you need it from TeleWire Supply.

ConQuest- Cable-inConduit System

Call 1-88-TeleWire. There's no easier way to put
the cable in cable TV.

• All CommScope
cables are available
in acomplete line
of conduit sizes
• HDPE construction
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with UV protection
provides lasting durability
• Silicone internal lubricant
makes cable pulling easy

Satisfaction is always in stock.

TeleWire
AN AIVTIEC COMPANY

1-88-TeleWire

http://telewiresupply.com

ConQuest— Cable-in-Conduit System

0 CoinniScope
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Consumer groups dub 96 Telecom Act 'an abysmal failure'

T

elecom deregulation has
resulted in increased rates and

lies spend about $1,000 per year on
local phone service, long distance

15

greater monopolization than

and cable TV services; cable rates

12

ever, and legislation should be intro-

are up about 13 percent since 1996;

duced to reverse that trend, accord-

and consumers could save nearly

ing to the Consumer Federation of

$15 billion per year if competition

America, which has analyzed the sit-

existed.

uaffon.
"So far, the Telecommunications
Act of 1996 has been an abysmal fail-

Since the passage of the Act,
February 1996
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

4%

Therefore, the Consumer Federation of America and CU want to:
impose economic penalties for non-

ure for consumers," said Gene Kim-

compliance with the Act; withhold

meErnan, Consumers Union's Wash-

merger approvals until enforceable

ington Office co-director. "Cable

commitments to open local markets

3

o
Cable
-3 —rates

Intra- Local
state phone
long
rates
dist.

Interstate
long

Cons
Price
Index

dist.

rates have skyrocketed, payphone

are made; fight the RBOCs' resis-

eliminate the "stranglehold" that TCI

clarges are up, in-state long distance

tance to open local markets to com-

and Time Warner have on the video

petition; and implement the con-

market; and prevent vertical integra-

sumer protection sections of the Act

tion by TCI and Time Warner that

Taking specific aim at the cable TV
industry, the consumer groups are
calling for the Federal Communications Commission to promote com-

blocks competition for cable programming.
Consumers Union, which publishes Consumer Reports magazine, is

petition to cable by limiting market

an independent non-profit testing,

concentration and preventing

educational and information organi-

is up, and AT&T recently hiked basic

monopolistic practices. To do this,

zation. The Consumer Federation of

long distance rates for about 40 per-

the groups want to: freeze cable

America is anon-profit consumer

cent of weekday calling hours."
According to its research, Consumers Union says: American fami-

rates and investigate the causes of

advocacy organization representing

recent increases; establish new hori-

more than 250 local, state and

zontal concentration rules which

national consumer groups.

Kraft to target market using
TCI's digital network

F

or years, cable operators have touted their ability to
segment their customer bases into highly striated

demographic categories, which would give advertis-

ers the ability to target market certain products.
Kraft Foods and Grey Advertising wilt work with
Tele -Communications Inc. to develop proprietary advertising/marketing programs to be used over TCI's new digital

18
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network. The alliance will allow Kraft to reach consumers with
targeted messages on ahousehold-by-household basis.
Kraft will advertise this year over TCI systems in Chicago,
Dallas, San Francisco, Houston, Miami, Seattle and Denver on
CNN, ESPN, Nickelodeon, TBS and TNT.
"With digital technology, we can now use cable more
strategically and inventively to develop acloser relationship with our consumers," said Don Miceli, VP Media Services at Kraft. He added that as the technology improves, it
will be used to enhance the dialogue between the company and its customers

WE DELIVER!
www.tvn.com
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Now you can make money in the movie business
wheieveT you 1We.
No matter where your cable system is or its size,
now your pay-per-view can be a smash hit with TVN
Digital Cable Television. With TVN, you get up to 32
channels of near-video-on-demand movies and events
that will make pay-per-view a significant revenue
stream. Plus, our complete Digital Cable Television
service provides smaller systems a turnkeg solution
for customer service. PPV billing, marketing, access
control and hardware support needed to launch all
the programming required for a complete digital tier.
To find out how TVN can make digital pag for you,
call us at 1-800-588-4885 today.
(NILE

1ELEVISION.
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ServIce
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Visit our website at www.tvn.com
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Encryption technology chosen
to protect cable e-commerce

c

able operators put one of the final pieces of the Data-Over-Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS) puzzle in place last month by forging an agreement
with RSA Data Security Inc. for public key encryption technology.
The agreement covers cable operators' emerging digital cable networks, including
entertainment, data and telephony services. Under the agreement, CableLabs can
incorporate RSA's security software components for both public key and symmetric
encryption at the core of its multi-layered network security architecture.
Developed by ICI, Time Warner Cable, Cox Communications and Comcast under
the MCNS organization, the interoperable Removable/Renewable Security System
will be used as the basis for protecting Data-Over-Cable Service Interface Specification
(DOCSIS), OpenCable and PacketCable from theft-of-service and denial-of-service
attacks, and for protecting the privacy of cable customers. The RSA technology helps
prevent these attacks by providing secure authentication and communication between
the various components of the digital cable network, such as set-top boxes, cable modems
and video servers.
"By relying on RSA technology, CableLabs
can enable equipment manufacturers to provide
the cable industry and its customers with confidence that their services and private information will be protected," said Stephen Dukes, vice
president of network technology with ICI Technology Ventures Management Inc. and CEO of
MCNS Holdings.
Future plans include the possible use of RSA technology to securely authenticate and communicate
transactions between individuals and commercial entities engaging in electronic commerce over digital
cable networks.
CableLabs will distribute and sublicense to
equipment manufacturers the RSA security component
object code required to implement RSA's public key and
symmetric cryptography in their network products. RSA will receive per-unit royalties for the use of its technology.
The DOCSIS security system is designed to defend the digital cable network by providing anumber of network security services that give cable operators the ability to authorize asubscriber's access to programming and prevent unauthorized access, including:
Identification and authentication of network users through identification and verification of devices connected to the network on an ongoing basis; confidentiality of user information; integrity of data and processes; and continuity of external and internal network
services to offer high availability, even in times of natural or man-made disasters.

20
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U

nited Video Satellite
Group Inc. and Gemstar
International Group have
decided to kiss and make up by
agreeing to settle acontentious
lawsuit and jointly work to market
aportfolio of intellectual property, technology and data services
for interactive program guides.
The new venture is called Interactive Prevue Guide
Inc. (IPG),
and will be
managed
by United.
In addition, United
Video and
StarSight
Telecast Inc., asubsidiary of Gemstar, reached asettlement agreement in their patent litigation that
was pending in the courts. The
agreement states that IPG will
have rights to exclusively represent to video service providers
an interactive program guide and
related data and advertising,
along with acollection of intellectual property and technology to
be licensed to service providers.
Additionally, it was announced
that IPG entered into a10-year
affiliation agreement with TeleCommunications Inc. and its HITS
affiliates for the deployment of
interactive program guides in its
digital cable customers' homes.
Said Peter C. Boylan III, president and COO of United Video:
"This announcement is particularly timely and meaningful in light
of the advent and rapid deployment of digital set-top boxes."

UVSG,
Gemstar
team up

e ag.
Sound the alarm.
Call Out the Guards.
The Sky is Falling.
The Sky is Falling.

Now, Here's the EAS System that Demands Your Attention.
The MCM-96
from Video Data Systems provides:
•Independent control of op to 96 channels
•The best display available in any EAS
system with 4fonts, 16 colors for characters,
16 background colors & black border
•Capability for local emergency alerts.
•Simultaneous use in other applications
such as pay-per-view promotions,
cross channel promotion, and logo
insertion among others
•And best of all, you get the benefit of
our 25 years in the industry as well as
an exclusive 3year warranty on our
EAS systems.

If you think that most EAS systems on the market
will give you the ability to meet the minimum FCC
regulations, you're probably

I"Beep"

right. But if you want power, if
you demand total reliability, and if
you think an EAS system should

Other EAS Systems
Might Just Squeak By

enhance your entire operation, then there is only one
choice—the MCM-96. Turn to the company with
25 years of experience serving the cable industry,
call our Video Data Systems' EAS representative now.
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Scouts, Girl Scouts, Little
League, high school football,
the cheer-leading squad,
Army (Navy, Air Force, Marine, Coast
Guard) boot camp, and even marriage are
all about. Yet, practically speaking, the
virtues of teamwork have never really been
extolled, let alone practiced, in the cable
industry to any widespread, sustained
degree. That is, until now.
On the rolling hills between Denver
and Boulder, Colo, toils asomewhat disparate, but very talented, group of engineering professionals (representing both
MSOs and vendors alike) who have suppressed their naturally competitive natures
to form adynamic technology team. This
team may be laying the groundwork for a
seismic change in the way the industry
gets down to business and meets the competition head on.

CableLabs, vendors
and MSOs are

pooling their people
and resources
to tackle the
complexities of
going retail with
interoperable
cable modems

Standard bearers

Over the last few years, as cable data
modem technology has developed from a
mere pipe dream to apractical reality,

operators have virtually swooned with
anticipation over the new revenues that
high-speed data services could bring to the
industry. Yet their giddy fall to the floor
has always been broken by one harsh reality—money. Money to develop, manufacture and deploy these high-speed
modems throughout North America.
Standardization became the rallying
cry. If the modems had abasic degree of
technical conformity, consumers could
buy them and take them whenever and
wherever they moved. That's why "plugand-play" soon became the mantra for
those who were determined to move massive amounts of money off operators'
already overburdened financial books.
Taking the stage at aWestern Cable
Show just afew years ago, avirtual chorus
line of operators and vendors alike vowed
to come up with ahigh-speed spec that
would make "plug-and-play" areality.
That brought about the Multimedia Cable
CED/MARCH 1998 23

Network System (MCNS) group and its
resulting Data-Over-Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS).
According to Bob Cruickshank, director for digital network technologies at
CableLabs, initial reaction to DOCSIS
was not all that enthusiastic. "When we
met with all the vendors for the first time,"
says Cruickshank, "in what we called our
Interoperability Summit right after NCTA
last year, the biggest beef from the vendor
audience was, 'How the hell are we supposed to test this thing? There's no tester
available. There's no test plan. You guys
should not have released aspec without a
test plan.' And we said, 'Oh, great. You
wanted us to wait another couple of years
while some competing technology just
takes us out?' Obviously, we couldn't do
that. We had to follow anew model.
"And what we proposed to them was
that each one contribute part of what
they had into what we called our incubator. What they had went everywhere from
intellectual property to vendor resources
such as engineers or manufacturing expertise or whatever."
"So, we opened their eyes to the idea
that we could cooperate. That we could

create the business. That we could create
the economies of scale and get things
down to acommodity level.
"After that, they could shoot back to
their Darwinistic survival-of-the-fittest
mode. But, we got them to agree to at
least cooperate so that they all didn't waste
their time while some other competing
technology took them out, because they
took too long to get it done."
The logistics of cooperation
While everyone involved finally realized there were definite advantages to
this teamwork concept, old habits were
initially difficult to overcome. To ease the
transition from conflict to cooperation,
Cruickshank was tapped to represent
MSOs' interests in the effort, and modem
pioneer Rouzbeh Yassini, CEO of YAS
Corporation and better-known as the
founder of LANcity Corp., was brought
on as an executive consultant to Cable-

END-TO-END STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

All for one, and one for all?

0

ver the past year, as preparations for the DOCSIS certification
process began, strategic alliances for end-to-end high-speed
data solutions have been forming all around the country. Then
suddenly, at the 1997 Western Cable Show, all three camps came together
and promised to support one another as the dawn of interoperable
modems fast approaches. All for one, and one for all? Only time will tell.
Here's alook at the current lineups...
Cisco Systems Inc. allied with...
Com21 Corporation
Hayes Microcomputer Products
Samsung Electronics Corp. Ltd.
Sony Corporation
Terayon Corporation
Thomson Consumer Electronics

Harmonic lightwayes Inc. allied with...
Daewoo Electronics
Panasonic Video Communications
Thomson Consumer Electronics
Toshiba Corporation

Bay Networks Inc. allied with...
3Com Corporation/U.S. Robotics
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Labs to coordinate vendor participation.
"The general idea for us," says Yassini, "is to get the job done. And the job is
to make sure we have one retail product
out the door. We're not forcing aschedule
or product maturity to happen, or forcing
arbitrary tests to be passed. And everything is piling into an Acceptance Test
Plan (ATP)."
While many feared this cooperative
effort might turn into anightmare of lost
R&D and competitive advantages, the
intellectual challenges of this daunting
effort quickly overcame those concerns.
Says Yassini: "The first impression you
always get from the vendors is, `Oh my
God, this is our confidential stuff. I'm
not going to let my competitors see this.'
So, on the first day of work you can see
them come in, almost like they've got
their machine guns loaded. It seems like
they're hovering over their boxes, keeping
track of who's getting too dose.
"Yet, by the end of the week, the engineers are totally involved in their work.
There's all kinds of troubleshooting going
on. Every engineer is helping every other
engineer to find solutions. There's no other way to do it."
Yassini and Cruickshank have worked
hard to keep things simple, open and on
track The rules of engagement, as they call
them, are concise (one page), direct and
unequivocal, says Cruickshank. While
participants aren't required to sign the
rules literally, they're bound by them,
nonetheless. "We knew," says Cruickshank, "we had to create aprotective
environment, atechnological Switzerland,
if you will, so that people would feel comfortable. So, we set up guidelines and
rules of engagement. And we just tell
them that if they violate them, they're out
of the first certification batch.
"The rules say you can't access another
vendor's equipment without their permission or without them being here. It says that
if you're avendor and you hook up with
another vendor, and you discover issues
between your pieces of equipment, you
both own those issues and you'll share them
with CableLabs. But nobody else will know
about them. In other words, any dirty laundry stays between the people involved."
DOCSIS participants are also utilizing
the Internet (http://www.cablemodem.-

WHEN IT COMES TO

RETURN PATH MAINTENANCE

CAPTURE INGRESS
With the sheer multitasking power of
the Guardian 9580 SST Return Path
Analyzer, you'll capture and locate
ingress events as short as 12.5 millisec-

fe-e.-"AATAA,- ,

onds on individual nodes or expand your
monitoring configuration to any number
of nodes by combining 9580 SSTs with
9580 TPX Test Point Expanders. Ingress
ManageR PC Software runs the show,
detecting and recording ingress outbreaks
and monitoring alarms.
BALANCE AND HARDEN
YOUR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The advanced Guardian system puts more
diagnostic muscle in the hands of your
technicians. The battery powered Guardian
SSR transmits reverse sweep signals to a
9580 SST in your headend, displays
reverse sweep graphs and calculated values
for GAIN and TILT pads, even shows you
ingress spectrum graphs. All measurements are updated every 7/10 of a
second, even with up to 6SSR's accessing
asingle SST.
STOP INGRESS AT THE SOURCE
The Guardian RSVP Return Path Evaluator
stops ingress where it starts: the subscriber's home. Up to 200 RSVPs can
communicate with each Guardian 9580
SST in the headend to verify that the return
path meets requirements. Working with a
Guardian IsoMeter Reverse Leakage
Detector, the RSVP verifies the shielding
integrity of the home wiring, hardening
your system against ingress with every
installation and maintenance visit.
CALL NOW FOR A FREE WHITE PAPER

(800)344-2412
(317)895-3600

(317)895-3613 Fax
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corn). Cruickshank says they created virtual
discussion groups for participants through
exclusive e-mail lists. Those interested in
physical layer (PHY) issues have their
own list, while those interested in MAC
and higher level issues have their own list.
The e-mail lists go on to cover awide variety of issues. All correspondence in each
list is archived so those coming into any
particular discussion later can get up-tospeed with the whole group quickly.
In addition, there are weekly and
monthly meetings. And, if aparticular
issue pops up, aspecial task force is set up
to deal with it. There's also avisiting engineer program that anumber of companies
(e.g., Toshiba, Thomson Consumer
Electronics, Scientific-Atlanta, Motorola,
Shaw Communications and MecliaOne)
have taken advantage of.
This cooperative talent pool has
proven to be invaluable in keeping the
DOCSIS effort on track. "We're in asituation," says Cruickshank, "where even if
we had the money, we couldn't hire the
people we need. Because what we really
need are the people who are developing
these modem products.
"So, these people are on site here. In
some cases, it's 50 percent of the time. In
most cases, it's 100 percent of the time.
They're treated just as if they were regular staff members on the project. They've
all got responsibilities. And that's been
extremely useful."
Testin g. testing...12.3
To make a"plug-and-play" certification process areality, the CableLabs consortium has established an eight-step testing path. It has essentially completed the
first four rounds and is currently working
on the fifth test area. If things stay on
track, the entire suite of eight tests will be
completed by autumn of this year.
Steps one through three, says Yassini,
covered the "bare minimum requirements" of an open-standards spec. This
induded tests on the PHY itself and tests
for the MAC/PHY interface. Step number four dealt with chip-level operability.
"At this point," says Yassini, "we've
proved (been able to test) the subsystem
elements of the DOCSIS spec. What this
means is that you have the spec; you can
develop achip; you can develop aproto26
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type; you can speak PHY, MAC and a
minimum OSS language to build atechnology that can act as CMs (cable
modems) and CMTSs (cable modem termination systems) by meeting goals one
through four."
Test number five, which is currently
underway, begins to bring everything
together as asystem, but still focuses on
modem functionality. The goal of step six
will revolve around
modem configurability or "most of the
modem functionality
that can be met by
hardwiring."
"The goals for
these two tests," says
Yassini, "are to build
Day
a120-home node network that includes
three CMTSs and
120 CMs. How we
build this is that we've
come up admission
and exit criteria." He
explains that admission criteria includes
such things as symVecchi
bol rates, operating
frequencies, throughput rates, etc. Having
these thresholds will
save vendors weeks, if
not months, in figuring out signal configurations.
Round number
Zeletes
seven (currently
scheduled to occur
in the May time frame) will deal with
modem manageability "because SNMP is
the last piece of the code that people normally add to their product" says Yassini.
Step number eight (slotted for
July/August) will put the high-speed data
pedal to the metal with formal field tests.
In anticipation of these real-world field
tests, Yassini and company expect to put
CableLabs' Multiple Services Compati-

bility Testing (or MUSCAT) Room to
good use. Yassini says this 120 home network is "effectively the cable plant you
would build for asmall town. And, we've
got the ability to put digital video, telephony and data on it. It's acontrolled
environment where you can play with
variables, aberrations, lengths and delays,
and all kinds of things. It's probably one
of the largest indoor instrumented HFC
plants in the world."
The first round of certification will
likely cover avariety of vendors. After
that, individual vendors will go through
the process (see Figure on page 28) on
their own.
"This first time out of the chute," says
Cruickshank, "it's being done in abatch
mode. We're bringing all the vendors
together and using their peers in trying to
identify any problems.
"Through this process, when we take
that large network and put 30 of this vendor's modems and 30 of that vendor's
modems together, effectively, we'll be
using the manufacturers' insights and
brain power to find problems with other
vendors' stuff.
"Then, what comes out of that batch,
is abunch of product that the engineers
collectively feel works well enough to put
in the field, as well as documented procedures through the Acceptance Test Plan
that details all the things we looked at,
how we looked at them, and what we
think the right answer is when you run a
particular test."
As for the actual seal itself, Yassini
says there is no design yet, but "it's going
to be something simple and meaningful." He says there are ongoing discussions on branding opportunities that
might come out of the certification
process as well. This could include raising
consumer awareness by using the seal or
trademark, not only on the modems
themselves, but on packaging and in ads
and promotions.
He notes that any revisions of previously certified modems will have to be
recertified. And while CableLabs may be
greatly involved in the first few rounds of
certification, the process may eventually
"end up like a UL (Underwriters'
Laboratories) affidavit-type situation,"
possibly supervised by athird party.
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Lots of progress. afew concerns
Many of the vendors participating in
the MCNS/DOCSIS process say they are
pleased with the strides being made
toward interoperability. "The good news
is, that most of the misinterpretations of
the spec are more at the higher layers
now, more on the software side of things,
so that's easy to change, especially as part
of the development process," says Levent
Gun, vice president of 3Com's Cable
Access Division, amanufacturer participating in the CableLabs' DOCSIS effort.
"I think the major hurdle right now is
in resolving, or verifying, the interoperability of the various silicon (chip) platforms that the vendors are working with,"
says Mario Vecchi, senior vice president
and chief technology officer at Time
Warner's Road Runner Group."...Once
that gets established, Ithink we will have
cleared some major hurdles."
"The DOCSIS specification is complex, but Ithink so far, things have been
going pretty much on track," says Chris
Grobicki, product management, Broad-

band Technology Division, Bay Networks.
"Yes, there could always be an issue that
comes up, but Ithink that at this point in
time, any issue that would slip the timeframe out from '98 to '99 for MCNS
modems has not shown itself."
One member of the DOCSIS certification board, Steve Craddock, vice president at Comcast Corporation, is very
pleased with how well things have gone and
is already focusing on issues that need to be
addressed in the next version of DOCSIS.
"I'm absolutely thrilled about the
progress that DOCSIS has made," says
Craddock. "I didn't, in my wildest dreams,
think we would be where we are right now.
And Ithink alot of the companies that have
been participating in the interoperability
labs deserve around of applause. They've
really done alot of great stuff."

DOCSIS certification flowchart

11111111

Start
Vendors seeking product
certification must:

Download from www.cablemodem.com current versions of
I. Conformance checklist. 2. ATP, and 3. Interoperability test

Perform all of the following on
current product at vendors' facilities

Complete conformance
checklist

Complete ATP & prepare for
MSO/CableLabs audit

Compile above results and submit as
affidavit to docsis@cablelabs.com

Measure self-performance
with interoperability test

Interoperate with all other vendors at
Cablebbs hot staging and trade show venues

Meet the MS0s ,CableLabs to review
certification docket

MS0 certification board meets and objectively
decides if product is ready for Seal
Yes
Interoperability se nl issued
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No

Vendor revises
product and restarts
process

But, he notes, because the DOCSIS
effort had to "freeze the requirements"
to get this initial certification effort underway, compromises had to be made and
decisions had to be deferred. "In doing
that," says Craddock, "we landed on variable length packet IP; which is not geared
for guaranteed quality of service (QoS).
What we're doing now is good for the
Web surfers, the @Home and the Road
Runner subscribers. But, for that next level of services, for example, streaming
media, IP voice and video, QoS is going to
be achallenge."
The solution, he says, will involve going
back into Version 1.0 DOCSIS and "making some changes that will allow us to
continue to let the product go to market,"
but at the same time, allow the MSOs to
get some measure of QoS so they can start
to offer some of the new services.
And, from what he's seen at CableLabs, Craddock is confident that asolution will be found. "There are some very
clever ways to get QoS over the MCNS
variable length packet," says Craddock.
"There's some extremely bright plans for
this. And I'm telling you I'm absolutely
impressed with some of the guys up at
CableLabs and in the industry who are
working this particular issue at this point
in time. Imean, it's really good stuff."
The retail challenge

Once the certification process is formalized, codified and cranking out seals,
the biggest challenge may still lie ahead:
Going retail.
Time Warner's Vecchi says that the
company's Road Runner Group is looking
at anumber of different options to put the
modems directly into the hands of consumers. To get its feet wet in retail distribution, the company will be conducting
"retail-like" tests in one of its markets,
offering consumers its "Road Runner in a
box," which wraps up an existing cable
modem; aPC labeled as "Road Runnerready," with aNIC card and service software already installed; and an installation
manual and instructions. Through this
test, "we are exercising the whole businessmarketing-installation cyde," says Vecchi.
Once the consumer gets the box home,
the onus is on him to plug in and activate the
modem, then call Road Runner to activate

LET TOSHIBA TIE IT ALL TOGETHER.
Electronics, knowledge, support and commitment Toshiba has it all. As one of the largest system integrators in the
cable industry Toshiba offers cable companies acomplete high-speed, turn-key system for data transfer over conventional
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forTime-Warner Instal,ing our system couldn't be easier Toshiba can provide arl hardware and software required to initiate and maintain your network Toshiba will even help
to maintain the system for you and your customers.
So, if you don't want any lose ends with your Internet system, let Toshiba tie •[t. ail
MULTIMEDIA
together For more information, visit our website,http://Internet.Toshiba.com or call
SYSTEMS DIVISION
us at (714) 587-6631. Make sure your internet so 1
ution is...
9740 Irvine Blvd., Irvine, CA 92618-1697
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his account. The expectation, says Vecchi,
is that the consumer will do everything.
"If the consumer plugs in the modem
and has aproblem because the registration process is not working (what our techs
refer to as the 'blinking light' problem),
then the tech would check to see if the
plant is dirty, or if there is some major problem in the home wiring. Our expectation is
that the large majority of homes in locations
where we have deployed (service) would be
able to bring this up on their own."
Dick Day, corporate vice president
and general manager for the Motorola
Multimedia Group, is another firm believer in the OEM retail model. "One of our
end-game visions," says Day, "is that the
modem is not going to be an after-market
device; it's going to become an OEM
device inside the computer. But guess
what? It's apersonal computer retail model. That's abig difference.
"Technically sophisticated customers
will choose to buy it at retail and install it
themselves, possibly. And then others, and
I'll use as an example my wife, who Ialways
use as my first marketing test, if it's not bundled in and really simple, she's not going to
do it. So, it will have to be some type of
OEM appliance. Of course, there are some
technical issues with that, and that's not on
anyone's short-term horizon."
Another DOCSIS proponent,
NetGame Cable, is planning to OEM
both cable modems and cable modem termination systems. "We don't plan to go to
market with our own NetGame CMTS,"
says Michelle Schulman, NetGame's director of business development. "We have
some OEM deals that are in the works
with afew different vendors. We're also
speaking to computer resellers who are
interested in OEMing the (cable modem)
product and probably bundling it as part
of apackage with their computer. That
way, they'll be able to offer anetworkready, high-speed PC."
Samsung's David Lin says that, when the
time comes, his company will be distributing DOCSIS-certified modems through
MS0s, computer retailers and systems integrators as well. "Computer retailers will be
the early adopters of these MCNS cable
modems," says Lin, who is director, product management and business development, Cable Modem Lab, Multimedia
30
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The impact of the
effort goes to
the foundation of
an industry
that's remaking itself
Technology Center, with Samsung. "And as
for system integrators, they may be even
more qualified than computer retailers,
because this is their business."
3Com is pursuing a"micro retailing"
approach to modem distribution, says
William Markey, director of marketing,
Cable Access Division, for 3Com. "We will
work with the local cable operator, identify the footprints of available service areas,
and then activate our local retail partners to
enable distribution," says Markey. In midFebruary, 3Com was scheduled to activate
its first retail partners by placing US Robotics-branded cable modems on retail shelves
in the U.S. and Canada (3Com acquired US
Robotics in 1997).
"Generally speaking, there is much
hard work ahead to work through all the
challenges necessary to make cable
modems viable in the retail channel," says
Bay's Grobicki. For its part, Bay has
already begun working with cable operators on marketing strategies and collateral materials to enable them to start generating demand for the modems, he adds.
By the same token, Grobicki is hopeful
that the modem installation complexity
will eventually be athing of the past. "Our
experience has been that the complexity is
not in the installation of the cable modem.
Really, the complexity is in the installation of the Ethernet adapter card, and the
software in the PC. That has to get simpler.
"How do you make it simpler? In the
way the modem is connected to the PC.
Currently, it's Ethernet, but there is already
talk of moving to the Intel USB (Universal
Serial Bus). That will be abus that's already

installed on the motherboard of the PC. So
you would connect directly to that bus,
without having to install an adapter card."
Technical standards. Certification. Retail
sales and distribution. Anything else standing in the way of cable modem ubiquity?
You bet, says Jane Zeletes, vice president of
marketing for Hybrid Networks Inc. A10year veteran on the consumer electronics
retail side of things, she believes there is a
whole list of concerns to be dealt with when
it comes activating high-speed data service.
"A big issue," says Zdetes, "is the activation process in terms of setting up billing
for aservice provider once the consumer
takes the product home. That whole
process has to be in place. And not just
activating the product. How does the customer get registered on the network?
How does the network acknowledge that
and all the billing and all that gets set up?
The activation itself is the easy part. It's the
support processes behind it that are a
concern. This is not aone- or two-month
lead item. These processes are extensive."
DOCSIS and beyond

The investment in time, money and
talent to bring DOCSIS to certification
has been astronomical. Yet, the potential
revenues are mind-boggling, no matter
whose calculator you use. But the overall
impact of the effort, says Yassini, goes far
beyond little Johnny surfing the Web at
lightning speeds for ahomework assignment. It goes to the very foundation of an
industry that's in the process of remaking
itself and the society it serves.
"You know," says Yassini, "the cable
industry has been aproprietary industry
for 40 or 50 years. But DOCSIS is not just
acable modem. It's really, for the first
time, bringing standardization and the
process of building an interoperable digital mentality to this industry.
"We're not just creating asolution for
the cable modem problem. We're also
establishing aprocess, aprocedure, a
mentality and awork ethic necessary to
take standards and bring them to the
commercial market. It will allow the cable
industry to build for the next 40 years
based on adigital platform. The DOCSIS
effort is going to be the foundation for that
technology where multi-billion dollar businesses are going to run."
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MCNS DATA-OVER-CABLE PROTOCOL

As new applications like video telephony
and multi-user gaming take off, will operators find that the
MCNS data specification is too confining?

A

sindustry support has grown for the Multimedia Cable
Network System (MCNS) Data-Over-Cable Service
Interface Specifications (DOCSIS), the capabilities for
cable companies to deliver high-speed access to Internet-based
data is quickly transitioning from hype to arobust business reality. However, today's deployment decisions should also take into
account the emerging market requirements for tomorrow's even
more demanding multimedia applications.
In order to future-proof their investment decisions, cable
companies must clearly define their future multimedia service
offerings and consider the implications of providing required
bit-rate and latency levels over their cable networks. While the
MCNS/DOCSIS specification has been inherently designed to
allow for future extensibility, planning ahead for key Quality of
Service (QoS) extensions can allow for smoother response to
future market demands, while minimizing risk of obsolesce
and reinvestment costs.
QoS requirements
Essentially, the end-user services that will be delivered over
cable can be grouped into two major categories: 1) "Delay tolerant"
applications which will immediately benefit from the higher bandwidth of MCNS-based cable systems, and 2) "delay intolerant" appli

cations which will require scheduling mechanisms designed to
meet specific maximum-latency levels for acceptable performance.
Delay tolerant applications comprise the majority of today's
Internet transactions, which can effectively be delivered with "best
effort" bit-rates. They include the most popular Internet-based
end-user applications, such as Web browsing, file transfer protocol (FTP), and e-mail transactions. Because these applications
tend to be "bursty," they lend themselves well to statistical multiplexing, which allows for efficient use of available bandwidth.
Basically, the Internet's TP packet-oriented environment is structured to maximize all users' access to the system's shared bandwidth, while allowing any specific transaction's latency to vary
according to changing traffic levels.
As can be seen from the explosive growth of Web browsing and
e-mail, this variable latency has not been amajor limiting factor to
the usability of these non-real-time applications. In essence, users'
experience with the slower responsiveness of dial-up connections
to the Internet has merely whetted their appetites for the higherspeed access achievable with MCNS-based cable delivery systems.
As Internet usage evolves and MCNS-based cable modems
migrate today's end-users to higher speeds and faster expected
response times, new dasses of delay intolerant applications will
emerge, which will inherently require minimized and tightly
managed latency levels. These applications will include realtime, two-way communications services, such as telephony and
video-telephony, as well as entertainment applications, such as
multi-user gaming.
While end-user expectations for Web browsing and e-mail
response have been pre-established at low levels, which can easily be exceeded by MCNS-based cable modems, expectations for
telephony communications have been set at amuch higher lev-

By Thomas Quigley and David Hartman, Broadcom Corporation
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FUTURE PROOFING
SIS, which allow delivery of data with
minimal latency and latency variation.
The rote of the MAC
The MCNS Media Access Control
(MAC) function is responsible for
scheduling all transmission opportunities on one or more return paths.
The DOCSIS [1] describes the interface between the Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS), or headend, and the subscriber or cable
modem (CM). Details of the scheduling algorithm are not described
and are instead left up to the implementation.
In order to interoperate with
the large base of Ethernet and
1P hardware and software, the
MCNS MAC was designed to
lie directly underneath the 8022
Logical Link Layer (LLC). The
use of standard IP above the
LLC layer allows the leveraging
Figure 1:NICNS protocol stack
of widely used protocols, such as
TCP/IP, 1F1P for file transfer,.
SNMP for network management, and
el by the ubiquitously available onDHCP for IP address assignment and
demand isochronous connectivity of the
management. (See Figure 1.)
phone system. Isochronous telephony serBecause the cable plant is ashared
vices guarantee that once aconnection is
medium, and unauthorized snooping or
made, the link is dedicated to the conmodification of user data is possible, pronected parties for the duration of the call.
visions were made to provide link layer
As aresult of allocating afixed-bandprivacy and security. The Baseline Privacy
width link, there is aconstant two-way
Specification [2] describes the requireflow of data through the connection to
ments and mechanisms for basic privacy.
and from each and all of the connected
Data may be encrypted at the MAC layer
parties without interruptions or delays.
in both the upstream and downstream
In order to offer toll-quality voice serdirections using the Data Encryption Stanvice over the network while maintaining
dard (DES) encryption algorithm with
reasonable buffering requirements at the
Cipher Block Chaining (CBC). The DES
receiver, both the average latency and
keys used by the cable modem are transpacket-to-packet variations in latency must
mitted using RSA public key cryptography
be controlled. Allocating 20 milliseconds
to preserve their integrity
(ms) of delay to the access network out of
the 300 ms of total delay acceptable in
MAC flexibility for QoS
toll-quality voice has been suggested. To
Possibly the key aspect of the MCNS
meet this goal and effectively deliver twoMAC is its built-in extensibility and flexway telephony, video-telephony and gamibility for framing upstream data. In the
ing services, cable companies will need to
MCNS/DOCSIS model, the MAC and
incorporate extensions to MCNS/DOCPHY layers combine to provide an adapt34
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able system that allows the delivery of
constant bit rate, variable and available bit
rate service to home and business end
users over HFC. This flexibility forms
the lynch-pin for system designers when
it comes to creating options for various
levels of Quality of Service, which can be
separately priced to users based upon
their specific application requirements.
Some of the features of the MCNS
MAC that enable systems to provide highly efficient service to Internet applications, and meet some basic Quality of
Service goals, include:
•"Piggybacking." This allows aMAC
to append aRequest-to-Send more data as
part of atransmission already being sent,
thereby reducing the overhead and contention delays involved with sending a
separate request.
•Concatenation. This allows the MAC
to build up several packets into a"superpacket" by sending asingle request to
the headend for sufficient bandwidth to
send them all at once, with asingle concatenated header that allows the headend to parse them appropriately.
•Headend request polling. The headend may periodically make available dedicated request regions in the upstream so
that services with higher quality of service
guarantees can request bandwidth outside
the usual contention mechanism.
•Ability for headend to send unsolicited grants. In the current system, the
CMTS can send unrequested bandwidth
grants to cable modems based on aprevious agreement. The mechanism for establishing that agreement is as yet undefined.
Packet fragmentation is key

While the previously mentioned features are helpful in supporting basic Quality of Service needs, one key extension
necessary to meet long-term goals for supporting avariety of traffic types that is not
yet defined in the MCNS/DOCSIS specification is support for upstream fragmentation of large packets. This feature would
enable an MCNS MAC scheduler to
dynamically manage overall system laten-
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tocol will be poised and ready to adapt to
tomorrow's "killer applications," regardless of their requirements. Ill
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Times Fiber and the Cable Industry Celebrate their 50 Year Anniversary

1948

Times Wire and Cable is Established!
First supplier of coaxial cable
to the CATV industry.

1976
Tintes introduces first
commercial fiber optic
system for CATV use,
installed in NYC, using fiber
manufactured by Times.

1969
1968

I
isles introduces copper clad
center conductors saving the
industry millions of dollars.

Tintes introduces low-loss
cables to the industry.

1978
Tintes Wire and Cable
announces name change
to Times Fiber
Communications, Inc.

1981
Times establishes the world's first
fiber optic earth station link.
Times introduces the fiber based Minitlub I.

1979

1984

Times advances dielectric state-of-the-art
by introduction of low-loss gas-injected
foamed polyethylene dielectrics.

Times is first to introduce a
full line of CATV coaxial cable
with 600 MHz capability.

1983

Times develops 400 MHz expanded
coax for CATV.

Times is first to introduce
triple bonding for coaxial cable.

1985
Times introduces lifeTime, its exclusive non-flowing
floodant for aerial, underground and indoor applications.

1986

Times introduces TX low-loss coaxial cable.

Times leads the industry again in
introducing afull line of IGHz cables.

1996
Times is first to develop RF capable
50 Ohm coaxial power cables for
the CATV industry.

1998
50 year anniversary of
Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
and the cable industry.

Innovation at
All the Right Times
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Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
358 Hall Ave., Wallingford, CT 06.492
Telephone: 203-265-8500
Website: http://www.timesfibencom
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able operators are in the process
of upgrading their networks and
rolling out two-way data services
in asystematic plant-by-plant migration
to a completely digital infrastructure.
The speed at which cable plants are
being upgraded is limited by the amount
of investment needed to achieve low
upstream noise conditions required by
today's cable modems. To improve the
speed at which plants are migrating to
two-way data, next generation modulation technology is required so cable
operators can implement arobust, high
capacity cable data network at reasonable cost. High capacity modulation in
next-generation cable modems promises
to improve the economics of the business model so operators can deploy twoway data services on amore widespread,
commercial basis.
The technical community, including
the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers and IEEE 802.14, is in
the process of defining ahigh capacity
modulation standard. This standard is
being referred to as "HI_PHY" because
the technical goal is to deliver HIgh
capacity via anew PHYsical layer specification in the ISO protocol stack. This
article describes the benefits of a
HI_PHY, and it compares several
HI_PHY candidates with the current

Cn
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Clearing A Path
For New
Two-Way Data
Services
PRY used in MCNS cable modems,
namely, QPSK and 16 QAM. Because
there is expected to be anegligible cost
difference between current PRY and
HI_PHY implementations, it can be
argued that cable operators can future
proof their networks today with a
HI_PHY with no cost penalty.
High capacity modulation addresses
two major problems for the operators.
First, it reduces the amount of upfront
investment required by operators to
"dean up" their upstream cable plant to
support two-way service, thus accelerating service roll-out to more serving areas.
Second, it increases the upstream channel
efficiency so the operator's investment in
data networking equipment can be leveraged across a larger subscriber base.
Higher channel efficiency also means
more bandwidth available to operators to
support enhanced services such as multimedia traffic (telephony, videoconferenc-

By Rod Gross, Ultracom Communications
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ing) and virtual private networking services for the business community.
Noise immunity
The frequency band used by
upstream cable channels is plagued by
high-energy ingress, burst and impulse
noise. The ingress is caused by public
HE and amateur HAM radio stations
which operate in the same frequency
band used by upstream cable channels.
Without careful filtering installed at various locations in the upstream path,
these radio signals can penetrate the
cable and end up in the headend receiver as ingress energy Single-carrier
QPSK channels can be completely lost
in the presence of asingle strong narrowband ingress signal.
The current solution to ingress
noise is to relocate the subscriber's data
traffic into a new upstream channel
using a technique called frequency
hopping—in effect, hopping away from
the ingress. This hopping causes an
interruption in the subscriber's traffic
flow, which could result in packet retransmissions and delay.
The upstream cable plant is also
exposed to wideband burst noise created by appliances such as garbage disposals, hair dryers and drills. The burst
noise energy can be very high, and it is
E-mail: rod@ultracominc.com 1111
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distributed across a wide frequency
range that can impact many upstream
channels. Burst noise duration is typically a few microseconds, which can
destroy several QPSK symbols and
severely impact customer transmission.
The traditional solution to burst noise is
to apply a forward error correction

(FEC) code to the data and to interleave
the resulting data in the time domain
over along period. This technique can
be effective for long data packets, provided the burst duration is only afew
microseconds, but it is ineffective for
short voice packets or when the burst
duration lasts for several microseconds.
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A HI_PHY provides high immunity
to ingress and burst noise, so frequency
hopping is not necessary. It can also automatically adapt to whatever noise is present in the assigned channel, thus eliminating the operator's need to carefully
select upstream channels that are free
from high energy ingress or burst noise,
and eliminating the need to reserve other
channels for frequency hopping.
Complex frequency management procedures can be replaced by arobust modulation technique that is capable of maintaining ahigh quality of service in the
presence of high energy ingress.
Bandwidth efficiency
Among the many factors to be considered when evaluating the overall
bandwidth efficiency of an upstream
modulation technique, the most obvious one is the channel loading, which is
usually described in terms of bits per
second per Hertz. Channel loading is a
function of the number of bits-per-symbol transmitted (also known as the
modulation index), as well as the
amount of frequency guardband
required to keep one channel from
interfering with another.
For example, QPSK has abit loading of 2 bits-per-symbol, and MCNS
requires afrequency guardband of 25
percent. As a result, the bandwidth
efficiency of an upstream MCNS
QPSK channel is 1.6 bits/sec/Hz. A
HI_PHY increases channel loading by
increasing the number of bits per symbol transmitted.
Other factors besides channel loading also impact the bandwidth efficiency
of the upstream spectrum—such as
immunity to noise impairments as well
as burst guard time requirements. A
HI_PHY opens up regions of the frequency spectrum that are unusable by
QPSK because of noise impairments. A
HI_PHY allows the entire upstream
spectrum to be used because it can continue to operate in channels punctured
with ingress and burst noise.
As aresult, the entire 5to 42 MHz
(or 5 to 65 MHz in some plants)
upstream spectrum can be used for revenue generating traffic. Furthermore,
the upstream channels reserved for fre-
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required to be sitting idle waiting for
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transmission in which each subscriber
modem gets agrant to transmit for apredefined duration, measured in "minislots." When an asynchronous modulation technique is used, aguard time is
required between bursts for receiver
training and transmitter ramp-up, and no
useful subscriber data can be sent or
received during this guard time. MCNS
calls for aminimum guard time of 5symbols for QPSK and 16 QAM modulation.
The amount of guard time required
between transmissions from different
modems is amajor factor in determining
channel efficiency, especially when the
symbol rate of the channel increases,
causing the average packet size of the
data to decrease. While absolute guard
time is typically constant, guard time as
apercentage of the total channel capacity increases as packet size decreases.
For channels with integrated voice and
data traffic, the voice packets are typically small compared to data packets in
order to decrease end-to-end delay. As a
result, short voice packets will have
higher overhead and lower channel efficiency than long data packets.
Many HI_PHY candidates synchronize the cable modems to the same timing reference as the headend. As aresult,
no guard time is required between successive bursts, which means the channel
can support continuous transmission of
data from multiple modems. Guard
time is an important consideration for
HI_PHY candidates because the bit
loading per symbol typically increases,
and upstream bursts naturally become
shorter as fewer symbols are needed to
carry the same amount of data. As a
result, the guard time overhead increases as apercentage of revenue generating
traffic. However, a HI_PHY that
requires no guard time makes more of
the upstream channel available for revenue generating traffic, as compared to
one that requires aguard time.
HI_PHY similarities

The HI_PHY modulation techniques
that are currently under consideration by
the IEEE are listed in Table 1. These candidates can be grouped into two very distinct categories: multi-tone modulation
and spread spectrum modulation. Within
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the multi-tone group, however, there are
implementation variations that cause differences in end-to-end performance
under various noise conditions.
The most important similarity in all
HI_PHY candidates is the use of another dimension to carry transmitted data
on the RF carrier. For single carrier
QPSK or 16 QAM modulation as specified by MCNS, the only dimension available is time, and as described above,
each subscriber is allocated a certain
number of time slots in which to transmit data upstream to the headend. In the
case of all multi-tone HI_PHYs, the
added dimension is frequency, whereas
for S-CDMA, the added dimension is
codespace. Whether it's frequency or
codespace, this extra dimension provided by aHI_PHY increases flexibility to
combat the hostile noise environment in
upstream channels, which results in
higher bandwidth efficiency
To understand how the extra dimen-

sion provided by aHI_PHY increases
noise immunity, its behavior in the presence of both ingress and burst noise
should be examined. For amulti-tone
HI_PHY, the upstream channel is divid-

Variable constellation multi-tone (VCMT)
Discrete wavelet multi-tone (DWMT)
Synchronous discrete multi-tone (S-DMT)
Orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM)
pread spectrum modulation
Synchronous code division multiple access
(S-CDMA)
Table I: High capacity modulation
(Hl PHY) techniques

ed into many frequency subchannels,
each with its own carrier (or tone) that is
individually modulated by the subscriber's data. The carrier in each subchannel is modulated with aQAM constellation that varies from BPSK to 256
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be carried in subchannels that are ingressfree (see Figure 1, page 49).
As aresult, the overall channel will
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while the channel throughput degrades
gracefully. Single-carrier QPSK, on the
other hand, delivers degraded BER as the
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which interrupts data transmission.
A spread spectrum HI_PHY uses the
codespace dimension to spread the subscriber's data across awide frequency
band. The data is carried via assigned
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using ade-spreading process. This de-
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spreading process causes anarrowband
ingress at the receiver input to be spread
across awide frequency band, making the
ingress appear as white noise at the output of the de-spreader. As aresult, the
impact of ingress on data throughput is
reduced via the codespace dimension.
While single-carrier QPSK relies
exdusively on atime domain solution to
burst noise (e.g. FEC and interleaving),
aHI_PHY relies on both the time and
frequency (or codespace) domains to
more effectively combat burst noise. In
addition to FEC and data interleaving in
the time domain, aHI_PHY can interleave the data across multiple tones (or
codes) per frequency channel to
increase the immunity to burst noise. A
HI_PHY distributes the transmitted
data across N frequency subchannels (or
N codes), and as aresult, the symbol
rate per subchannel (or code) is lower
and the symbol period is longer than for
a single-carrier QPSK channel. This

VCMT

DWMT

Ingress
immunity

medium

Channel
bit loading

QPSK

Varies with
channel loading

very low

high

high

low

low

Burst guardtime
required

none (preamble)

4symbols

none

5symbols

Ranging accuracy
required

medium

high

high

low

Table 2: Comparison of HI_PHY modulation techniques reveals
important differences.

longer symbol period effectively reduces
the burst energy in the recovered symbols, thus improving the BER The
amount of improvement in channel performance resulting from the longer symbol periods can be quantified as 10logN,
where N is the number of tones (or
codes) available in asymbol period.
Differences
The differences between ELLPHYs
can be described in terms of their imple-
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mentation details or in terms of their
expected performance in real plant environments. Although a discussion of
implementation details would reveal
some important differences, performance-related issues are focused on here.
Table 2summarizes some of these differences for the most popular approaches.
All HI_PHYs provide improved
immunity to ingress as compared to single-carrier QPSK and 16 QAM.
However, within the multi-tone group,
there are performance differences
resulting from the spectral shaping of
the transmitted tones. The sharper the
frequency rolloff of each tone, the more
rejection provided to a narrowband
ingress. Because VCMT and DWMT
provide very sharp spectral shaping of
each tone, they can reject the ingress
better than OFDM and DMT.
In the case of CDMA, the ingress
immunity is dependent on the number
of subscribers that are active in the frequency channel. As contrasted to wireless applications, the total power in the
upstream cable plant is limited and has
to be shared by all subscribers that are
transmitting at the same time. As the
number of active subscribers in achannel increases, the power level of each
subscriber's transmitter decreases while
the noise level in the channel increases,
thus decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio
at the headend receiver. Therefore, the
ability of CDMA to withstand ingress
decreases as the number of active subscribers in achannel increases.
Another important difference in
performance between approaches is in
the area of bandwidth efficiency, which
consists of two main factors: channel bit
loading and burst guard time. The
channel bit loading delivered by a

PUY

Ingress

Ingress

freq.
Single-carrier QPSK or I
6-QAM modulation

Orthogonal tones

frcq

Multi-tone modulation

Figure I: Ingress can destroy asingle carrier QPSK signal, but only affects one or
two carriers in a multi-tone signal.

HI_PHY is afunction of the number of
data bits that can be carried per transmitted symbol. For multi-tone modulation, the bit loading per tone changes
from 1bit/sec./Hz (for BPSK) up to 8
bits/sec/Hz (for 256 QAM) in direct
response to the amount of noise measured in each subchannel. Subchannels
with low noise carry more bits than subchannels with high noise, with the result
being the maximum possible bit load-

ing in the overall channel based on the
noise characteristics of that channel.
For S-CDMA, the channel bit loading is dependent on the modulation
index of the RF carrier used to send the
spreading codes. The higher the modulation index, the higher the SNR required
at the receiver to recover the spreading
codes. To maximize the number of subscribers that can be transmitting at the
same time in achannel, alower modula-

tion index for the RF carrier (and thus a
lower SNR required at the receiver) is
prudent. As a result, the channel bit
loading for S-CDMA is kept low in order
to support the maximum number of subscribers in agiven channel.
The second determining factor is
burst guard time (discussed earlier).
Because the channel overhead increases
as apercentage of the revenue-generating traffic when channel bit loading
increases, aHLPHY that requires no
guard time makes more of the upstream
channel available for revenue generating traffic. Both VCMT and S-CDMA
require no guard time between successive bursts, while DWMT requires a4
symbol guard time. Although S-DMT
and OFDM don't require aguard time,
apreamble (or cyclic prefix) is used to
train the receiver and reduce intersymbol interference between bursts. This
preamble is afixed length and causes
the overall channel efficiency to
decrease as the burst length decreases
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(i.e. for higher bit loading or for shorter
voice packets).
Finally, differences in sensitivity to
ranging offsets between subscribers is
important. The collection of cable equipment between the subscriber and the
headend typically introduces variations in
time delay and phase over the frequency

range of a single upstream channel.
Delays through block upconvertors and
the cable itself vary depending on time of
day and outside temperature. These
dynamic variations can present particular
challenges to some methods that depend
on precise phase relationship between
adjacent frequency channels and between
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adjacent symbols. VCMT, S-DMT and
OFDM are reasonably tolerant to timing
differences between subscribers, while
S-CDMA is more sensitive to timing differences between subscribers. DWMT is
not only sensitive to timing differences between subscribers, it is also sensitive to RF
carrier phase offsets between subscribers.
Conclusions
A HI_PHY can more effectively deal
with the highly dynamic noise characteristics of upstream cable networks as
compared to single-carrier QPSK or 16
QAM. By continuously monitoring the
noise on each tone (or code), aHLPHY
receiver spots any noise and then adjusts
the mapping of bits onto tones (codes) to
minimize the impact of that noise. A
HI_PHY solves two important problems for cable operators. First, it reduces
the amount of upfront investment and
ongoing maintenance costs required to
support two-way data service in existing
plants, thus accelerating service uptake
in more serving areas. Second, a
HI_PHY increases the upstream channel efficiency so the operator's investment in networking equipment can support alarger subscriber base.
In addition to opening up regions of
the frequency spectrum that are unusable today because of high noise impairments, aHI_PHY increases the efficiency of all upstream channels. Higher
channel efficiency means more bandwidth is available to support more revenue-generating traffic. Cable operators
can increase the revenue generated by
existing upstream spectrum by fourfold.
HI_PHY frequency channels can
coexist with already deployed QPSK
channels to minimize upgrade costs and
to eliminate disruption of existing services while transitioning from first-generation to second-generation network
infrastructures. Finally, aHI_PHY can
be integrated using readily available
semiconductor technology at acost and
power level that is comparable to that of
aQPSK upstream solution. II
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Crafting alow-cost two-way upgrade
Future-proofing via aggressive fiber deployment
By Xiaolin Lu, Ted Darcie, Alan Gnauck, Sheryl Woodward, Bhavesh Desai
and Xiaoxin Qiu, AT&T Labs—Research
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ne of the most challenging issues
facing the cable industry today is
the need to cost-effectively
transform atraditional one-way cable system, which was designed for broadcast
services with tree-and-branch architecture, into atwo-way broadband digital
platform. Without dairvoyance to foresee
specific future service requirements, the
platform should be flexible enough to
support different service needs without
incurring operation complexities and
cost. Operators should carefully balance
infrastructure upgrade strategy, service
uncertainty, financial constraints and the
inevitable evolution of tedinology.
The industry has been feverishly following the traditional upgrade strategy
in which 350 MHz or 550 MHz coaxial
amplifiers are upgraded to 750 MHz,
and two-way capability is enabled using
low-frequency (5 MHz to 40 MHz)

upstream technology. A regrettable consequence of this traditional technology is
that the upstream channel performance
is limited. This may be adequate for
existing applications like Web browsing,
but is likely to become problematic with
emerging service requirements. Also,
ingress noise necessitates performing
complicated signal processing and spectrum management, which then translates into higher terminal cost.
Further, expanding the system bandwidth to higher frequency requires more
amplifiers to overcome the increased
coaxial loss. Noise and reliability concerns, on the other hand, demand the
use of fewer amplifiers in cascade.
Resolution of this conflict requires network re-branching and re-engineering.
This leads to not only more amplifiers in
the field, but also, amore complicated
coax plant. These difficulties then trans-
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Figure 2: Capacity of an uncooled FP
laser. 60 channels QPSK at 2Mbpsich.
were applied to the laser, and the BER
was measured in the temperature
ranging from 20°C to 80°C.

late into higher cost and operation complexities, and raise serious questions
about the adequacy, quality and reliability of the resulting transport capability.
Operators hope that shrinking the
fiber node (FN) serving area would create more bandwidth per user and reduce
ingress noise accumulation. However,
these fundamental problems remain, and
the required costly network re-engineering is abitter pill that is hard to swallow.
It is agamble, not agiven, that atraditional upgrade approach would provide
an operationally and economically viable
platform for next-generation services.
Without alternatives, operators have
little choice but to take this gamble, or
watch while new opportunities (highspeed data, digital video, telephony, etc.)
pass them by. However, the current
upgrade path is based on traditional network technology which has evolved
from the notion of providing broadcast
analog TV services. Further, instead of
resolving the infrastructure limitations,
e-mail: xl@research.att.com

Figure I: Mini-fiber node (mFN) for cable upgrade
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Mini Fiber Node

Figure 3: Early mFN prototype.The upper part consists of a power convertor, and
the lower part contains all the photonic and RF components. This rersion Lses two
fibers, and the latest version uses only a single fiber for bi-directional traIsmission.

it relies on complex signal processing to
attempt to make the resulting poor
channels serviceable.
This article describes an alternative
approach that aims at fixing the infrastructure first. Using emerging lightwave
technology, the existing network is overlayed with an economically viable fiberto-the-bridger architecture. This provides abundant ingress-free bandwidth
and radically simplifies service provisioning. The resulting architecture
enables simple and standards-compatible MAC protocols, easy operation
schemes, low-cost terminals and awide
spectrum of new service opportunities
while minimizing the cost of network redesign and re-engineering. All those

technologies have been prototyped,
evaluated and demonstrated over an
HFC test bed at AT&T Laboratories.
Basic idea: Mini-fiber node
The mFN-based cable upgrade strategy is shown in Figure 1. Independent of
existing systems, the rnFNs couple
directly into the passive coax legs (with
drop taps) after each distribution coax
amplifier (i.e. line extender). Each mFN
contains alow-cost laser diode and a
low-cost PIN diode, and is connected to
the headend with aseparate fiber.
Based on this strategy; the mFNs subdivide the FN serving areas into small
cells (typically 50 households) and exploit
the clean and large bandwidth at high fre-

lidest.tegy

.4111
1.11

upgrade s

Architecture

Clustered fiber-to-the-amplifier

More t-ee-and banc h

Bandwidth
capacity

250-450 MHz150 HHP noise-free
two-way bandwidth

35 MHz/500-200041-1P noisy Lpftrearn
250-400 MHz/500-2000 HHP
downstream, limited la7 coax amplifier

RF transmission

Allow simple and easy transmission

Bandwidth efficiency and robustnosis to
noise are necessary

Operation

Simple operation (no frequency agilry)
Standard access protocol
Easy network monitoring

Complex operation (spectrum management)
Custom access protocol

Reliability

Small failure group (50 HHP)
Better eliability

Large failure group (500-2000 I-4-1P)
Limited reliability

Upgrade

More fiber usage
No network re-engineering
One-stop upgrade, no need for further
infrastructure investment
Upgrade Cost $I
00-2.00/HHP
Capacity ccst $12-40;MHz two-way

Less fiber usage
Extensive network re-engineering
Architecture and cost barriers for future
growth
Upgrade COSt $200-400/HHP
Capacity cost $1.4K-11.4KJI1Hz upstream
$125- 1,t5.00/MHz downstroam

Table I: Cable upgrade comparison
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quency for both upstream and downstream transmission. The mFN therefore
creates anew path for digital services
without affecting analog TV services carried by conventional FN/amplified-coax
paths. All services are then merged over
passive coax distribution legs.
Indeed, this approach brings fiber to
each coax distribution amplifier. At this
point, readers may recall economic studies that illustrate dearly that shrinking
node sizes to 100 or fewer homes passed
(HP) is uneconomical. However, these
studies do not apply to the mFN architecture, which separates analog video services from those delivered over this new
"digital only" path. Hence, the expensive
high-quality linear lasers used in traditional systems are replaced by low-cost lasers,
and the mFN can be extremely simple,
while serving asmall group of users. The
mFN is purely an 0/E convertor without
any AID, modulation/demodulation or
mux/demux functions. AT&T's analysis
and prototyping experience show that the
cost of each mFN is not aconcern. The
cost of fiber dominates, but is still under
control, as discussed later.
By exploiting the dean and large
bandwidth, this strategy avoids the complexities of traditional RF techniques
(e.g., frequency agility) and related signal
processing. This therefore simplifies system operation and reduces terminal cost.
It also increases the overall system bandwidth beyond the current coax amplifier
limitations, for new digital services, without replacing coax amps and changing
amplifier spacing. For example, asystem
with 750 MHz bandwidth and 1GHz
passives (taps) cannot be operated above
750 MHz with the traditional approach.
The mFN can use the 750 MHz to 1GHz
spectrum directly, independently of the
coax amplifier capabilities.
Using this approach, the upgrade for
two-way digital services is separated from
the improvement of analog broadcasting
service. A simple broadband digital platform can then be established without
affecting existing analog services. No network re-engineering is needed, and the
additional fiber can be installed along the
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Figure 4: mFN-HFC for multiple services. NAD: Network access device—modified
Ethernet transceiver;Th Telephony interface—modified cordless phone
handset or base; ST: set-top box.

existing strands. This strategy can be
incorporated into an ongoing "analogservice-enhancement" upgrade, thus
minimizing incremental cost. On the
other hand, if the analog service works
satisfactorily, the mFN technology could
be transparently implemented over
embedded systems for new services,
therefore eliminating the need for system
redesign and re-engineering.
Also, by bypassing the coax amplifier
cascade, the new mFN/passive-coax
architecture has substantially higher reliability and smaller failure group size (50
HP compared with 500-2,000 HP) than
conventional cascade-coax architecture.
The positioning of mFNs in the network
further enables easy network monitoring.
Because the mFN is transparent to
two-way traffic, the system capacity
can be provisioned to meet both
today's service needs and the need for
future growth. No further infrastruc-

ture investment is needed.
The major challenge is, of course,
bringing lightwave components and fiber
deeper into the network, at areasonable
cost. Unlike the conventional FN-splitting approach, mFNs only carry digital
subcarrier signals over aclean high-frequency band. Therefore, low-cost, low
power consumption and space-saving
optical and RF components can be used
in the mFNs and also at the headend.
Figure 2illustrates the capability of a
$100 uncooled Fabry-Perot laser used in
the mFN. This device requires no thermo-electric cooler and no optical isolator
to maintain acceptable performance, in
strong contrast to the high-performance
lasers used to deliver analog video. Aprototype mFN, induding power convertor,
laser, PIN diode and roughly 50 dB of
amplifier gain in each direction, fits into a
typical tap box (see Figure 3). Given the
cost of the laser, minimal power con-
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sumption (<1W/mFN) and functional
simplicity, the projected cost of each
mFN is small enough not to be relevant.
The dominant cost of this mFN-HFC
architecture is that of the fiber deployment. Operators have enough experience
deploying fiber to nodes serving 500 to
2,000 homes to be able to predict reasonable costs for an mFN system deployment. Estimates over several cable systems show that, depending on system
specifics like demographics and topography, a complete mFN deployment,
including fiber deployment, costs $100 to
200 per home passed. A traditional
upgrade, based on operators' experience,
costs $200 to $400 per home passed.
This, of course, depends strongly on the
amount of coax re-engineering required
to complete the traditional upgrade.
In some cases, a mini-coax node,

The Beast Lives!
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Figure 5: Upstream delay comparison
between mFN-based NAD and MCNS
standard-based cable modem. It was
assumed that the average data rate is
120 kbps/user, with total speed of 10
Mbps. The assumptions for the MCNS
modem will change in real
implementation.

which is adiplexer-based jumper to shunt
high frequency signals around a coax
amplifier, could also be used to reduce the
amount of mFNs, and therefore, fiber

cost. Also, if mFNs are clustered to some
local hubs, as favored by many cable operators, the cost of an mFN strategy could
be substantially lower.
Yet the performance and capacity of
the resultant mFN infrastructure could be
far superior to that of the traditional system. Especially when we are moving into
the broadband arena, the capacity cost
(dollars per MHz) is probably abigger
concern to operators (Table 1). Most
important, the mFN technology provides
aone-stop upgrade for two-way broadband and creates more value that cannot
be provided otherwise.
If one breaks from tradition and fixes
the infrastructure to establish anoisefree broadband digital platform, rather
than using complex signal processing
over a capacity-limited network, then
numerous opportunities arise.
Data services. The unique position of
each mFN enables aconsiderable simplification in defining medium access control (MAC) protocols. Each mFN can do
local policing, and resolve upstream contention within its serving area without
involving other parts of the networks (see
Figure 4). This can be accomplished by
incorporating asimple out-of-band signaling loopback scheme such that users
know the upstream channel status prior
to transmission. This enables the use of
standard, but full-duplex, Ethernet protocol (CSMA/CD), and therefore the use of
standard and low-cost terminals (modified Ethernet transceiver, Ethernet
bridger and Ethernet card). No ranging is
needed, and the headend becomes virtually operation-free.
The relative small round-trip delay
between each user and the mFN (about
2,000 feet) also substantially increases
bandwidth efficiency and reduces contention delay (see Figure 5). This is
appealing for VBR (variable bit rate) types
of services. For CBR (constant bit rate)
services, certain scheduling or priority
provisioning may be necessary, which can
be added easily to the above protocol.
The local access control in the clustered
small mFN serving area further simplifies
system operation, enables QoS and multi-
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Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
This form of modulation was chosen through the Cable Television Iaboratories Data-Over-Cahle Service Interface

between 5MHz and 40 MHz in cable television systems. QPSK is more immune to the

amplitude and phase modulation to transmit multiple bits per baud. Several varieties of QAM exist (16-. 64- and 256-

band transmissions and various sources of impulse noise that are often found in the return path.

high data rates and because it can be inserted into atypical 6MHz television channel without interfering with the
In general. QAM data can achieve transfer rates of up to 36 megabits per second over acable TV network. The
downstream data is placed in aTV carrier somewhere between 42 MHz and 750 MHz. preferably in the higher
frequency ranges. in order to avoid possible conflicts with Ham operators. citizens band radio transmissions and

number of bits into both aphase and amplitude
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FIBER

tier services capability, and makes overall
cost independent of usage rate.
In contrast, the large round-trip delay
of traditional cable systems makes this an
unfavorable or unacceptable protocol,

OPTIC

forcing the industry to standardize complex headend mediated protocols. Such
protocols rely on centrally controlled
broadcasting schemes over large serving
areas with limited channel capacity. They

Other
CAN
Enclosure
Suppliers.
4

When you order up a CATV
enclosure from RELTEC, you get
more than an empty box—you
get the works. RELTEC offers a
complete solution, from Reliable
Electric enclosures to Lorain'
power products to RELTEC
Services configuration and
installation support. RELTEC
engineers cut the mustard in all
areas of CATV system integration,
working with components from

Service
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RELTEC as
well as other
vendors. So
you deal with
one company
and avoid problems that can
lead to indigestion. For more
information on our total proje
management capabilities, call
630-579-5000 today. Or visit
Web Site: www.relteccorp.co

RELTEC

work well in lightly loaded systems, but
fall short and become expensive if capacity demand increases.
The large and clean bandwidth supported by the mFN infrastructure also
enables the use of efficient but much
simpler modulation schemes such as
multi-level FSK or even ASK. This
therefore provides alow-cost alternative
to the custom RF techniques incorporated into current cable modems.
Telephony services. The mFN local
access control protocol with QoS capability can easily support packet voice and
other synchronous and mixed synchronous/asynchronous services. Alternatively, the large bandwidth and small serving
area provisioned by each mFN allow dedicating one or more RF channels to each
user for synchronous telephony services.
Whereas the traditional approach uses
time-shared channels to increase spectral
efficiency, the mFN system can use aless
efficient but simpler approach, like
FDM/FDMA (see Figure 4).
Freedom from ingress noise eliminates
the need to have complex ingress-avoidance features built into the call-control
software. One can then consider leveraging cordless phone technology, with modifications suited to the mFN architecture.
Normally, cordless phones convert the
voice signal into an RF signal (digital or
analog) for transmission over the air
between the base and the handset. It has
been demonstrated that RF channels can
instead be transmitted directly over the
mFN system between the base, located at
the headend, and the handset at home.
By reconfiguring the parts of acordless phone handset to make it also interface with regular phone sets, off-the-shelf
technology can be urilie-d for telephony
services without incurring the cost and
complexities of traditional NIUs. The low
power consumption of cordless phone
technology also simplifies the powering
scheme and makes home-powering more
attractive. At the central office/headend,
instead of using acustom HDT, the standard but simplified telco interface, such as
the channel bank (but without line cards
and battery), could then be used.

will demand in the near future.
The authors have described an alternative approach, based on new technology, that offers ameans to afuture-proof
HFC architecture. Aggressive fiber
deployment is advocated, and it is shown
how the resulting abundant ingress-free
bandwidth and the advantageous architecture can reduce operation and terminal complexities and create more opportunities that the traditional strategy could
not provide (see Table 2). Economic
studies project that the cost of this new
system is, in many cases, comparable to
that of the traditional approach. Yet the
mFN infrastructure enables significant
cost reduction on system operation and
terminal equipment. U

About the authors
All of the authors are with Communications Infrastructure Research at AT&T
Labs. Ted Darde is AT&T Labs vice president.
This article was originally published in the SCTE's
1998 Emerging Technologies proceedings manual.

•Optional Sub-Band Input

DEMODULATORS

E-mail: SPECTRUMMHZ@worldnet.att.net
Fax: 817 280-0745

VSB does, low-cost lasers and electronics
can be used (Figure 2). The small serving
area provisioned by each mFN also
enables easy narrowcasting schemes.
PCS. By induding aremote antenna
at each mFN, the mFN-HFC system
provides an advantageous backhaul for
wireless PCS applications. The unique
location of each mFN allows the use of
various distributed antenna or simulcasting techniques. The direct lightwave
backhaul also allows PCS signals to be
directly transmitted between the base
station at the headend and the remote
antenna at each mFN without competing
for coax bandwidth. This effectively
extends the overall cable network capacity beyond coax limitations.
The above technology has been prototyped and evaluated over an HFC test
bed at AT&T Labs. A demo there shows
the simultaneous delivery of 80 channels
of MPEG-2 digital video, 10 Mbps bidirectional data (full-duplex Ethernet),
and telephony service over the mFN system, in addition to the existing analog
video carried by the traditional HFC.

Call: 800 628-0088

Table 2: Service capability comparison

•Optional Sub-Band Input or Output

Competing for coax bandwidth

•Optional Sub-Band Output

Remote antenna at mFN
Advantageous lightwave backhaul

•-60 dB Spurious, >80dB C/N Ratio

PCS

•-60 dB Spurious Noise

Need further network upgrade
May need to resolve analog-digital
interference

•Composite Video Switich

Low-cost laser for broadcasting
Automatic capacity enhancement
Easy narrowcasting

•+60dBmV Output 450 or 550 MHz

Digital TV

•>80 dB Out-of-Band C/N Ratio

ComplexTDMÍTDMA
Custom interfaces

•Inputs of VHF, UHF or Cable

Simple FDM/FDMA
Standard telco interfaces

•Inputs of VHF, UHF or Cable

POTS

•+60 dBmV Output, 450 or 550 MHz

Standard protocol (IEEE 802.3/Ethernet)
Custom protocol (MCNS, IEEE 802.14)
Simple terminals, off-the-shelf components Complex terminals
High-efficiency, low-delay and easy to scale Large overhead and delay, expensive to scale

PROCESSORS

Conventional HFC

Data

Lato
CI,
Cep

MODULATORS

111111111111e mFN-HFC

Bottom Line
HFC is no doubt the first economically viable means for broadband services. However, well-known network
problems limit the value it can provide, and traditional solutions create
unresolved challenges and complexities. The problems associated with the
traditional cable upgrade may render
the resulting systems incapable of
supporting, or cost-effectively supporting, the services that operators

Olson Technology and Spectrum

Digital TV. Independent of analog
TV services carried by the existing
amplified-coax path, multichannel digital video can be directly broadcast over
the mFN path. This eliminates the analog-digital interference arising from clipping and nonlinearity of lasers and coax
amplifiers, and also substantially increases the cable network channel capacity
without
network
re-engineering.
Because digital video signals do not have
the stringent requirement that the AM-

Reade,
Service
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Praise shines on Williamson
1998 Polaris Award goes to Time Warner engineer
BY LESLIE ELLIS, CED
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

L

ouis Williamson, senior project
engineer for Time Warner Cable,
was presented with the prestigious Polaris Award during the SCTE
Conference on Emerging Technologies,
illuminating his contributions to optical
advancements in the broadband industry
The award, sponsored by Corning
Inc., CED magazine and the SCTE, was
created to recognize the efforts of a
‘`next-generation" cable engineer who
exemplifies an aggressive and innovative
approach to fiber optic deployment.
Williamson now adds his name to the
impressive list, which includes Tom
Staniec of RoadRwmer; Jim Ludington
of INT2; Hugh McCarley of Cox
Communications; John Brouse of 21st
Century; and Oleh Sniezko of
Tek-Communications Inc.
Williamson fit that bill because of his
early work on fiber optics in the mid1980s, when lightwave was considered
to be more of avoodoo concept than a
commonplace signal transport method.

His fiber roots go back to aproject in
which he was charged with finding a
laser that would transmit analog signals,
which he discovered at Oriel Corp.
"We put 40 channels through the
laser, and the pictures weren't all that
great, but they were pictures—it proved
to us that it would work," he said.
After that, Williamson participated
in refining the technology for wide-scale
use, then served for a time as Time
Warner's fiber expert, training technical
staffers on how to install lasers and
receivers in the field.
Notably, one of Williamson's students was previous Polaris Award winner Ludington, who is now president of
INT2, asystem design and integration
firm. Back when he worked with
Williamson, Ludington was the Time
Warner engineer who spearheaded the
MSO's 1-GHz project in Brooklyn/
Queens, N.Y. and the Full Service
Network in Orlando, Fla.
"He was astar student," Williamson
laughed.
Williamson, who often toils behind
the high-profile scenes, is no stranger to

Williamson: 1998 Polaris Award winner

awards, however. He accepted a
Technical Emmy Award with colleague
Jim Chiddix, chief technical officer for
Time Warner, two years ago for their
work in Orlando.
Williamson accepted the award by
remarking that "it's been an exciting
week in Denver," referencing his hometown Broncos' win during Super Bowl
XXXII and his own big win.
After thanking his colleagues and
peers, Williamson said that "when Ilook
back and see the things that have been
enabled by fiber optics, I'm both
shocked and amazed" at the momentum
the technology is now enjoying.
Williamson was awarded apiece of
Steuben crystal. The award sponsors
also donated $5,000 to the SCTE in
Williamson's name, to further lightwaverelated training. •

1
Williamson poses with the Polaris Award sponsors. (L to R) Bill Riker, SCTE;
Rob Stuehrk, CED magazine; and Pat Brown of Corning Inc.
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Congratulations, Louis Williamson
Winner of the sixth annual Polaris Award.

olaris, one of the brightest
stars in the night sky, has long
been anavigational standard and areference
point for lightwave transmission.
In cable television, the Polaris Award
honors an engineering manager who has
helped "light the way" toward adeeper
industry understanding of the strategic
benefits of optical fiber.
As established by Corning, the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers
Louis Williams
1998 Polaris Award Rectpten

(SCTE) and CED Magazine, the award
recognizes an emerging leader in the cable
TV engineering community. An individual
who has demonstrated aconsistently high
standard of performance and acustomerdriven approach to fiber deployment.
Louis Williamson, Senior Project
Engineer, Time Warner Cable, embodies
the principles of the Polaris Award. We're
proud to recognize his exceptional vision,
achievements and contributions to the
cable television industry.

° CORNING

The winner of the Polaris Award
receives the handsome Steuben
"Rising Star" crystal sculpture
shown here. Corning also will
donate $2,500 to the SCTE in the
honoree's name to fund fiber-optic
technology training.

SIECOR®

Congratulations Louis!
Your selection as the
1998 Polaris Award
Winner is well deserved.

Congrottulatimm
lavuk Williounstm/
SC,TE ïvlEMBFR S1NCF 1988
SPEAKER, FLIER OPTICS 1990 CONFE ENCE„
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
SP EAKER, CABLE-TEC EXPO® ]199O
NASHVILLE, TFNNESSEE

Louis Williamson
spoke on "Laboratory
Vs. Field Measurement
of AM Optical Links—
Reconciling the
Differences" at SCTE's
1990 Fiber Optics
Conference in
Monterey, CA.

front ¿piurfriemk at

CTE -1
SOCIL I'Y OF CABLE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERS
610-363-6;388
li\i"NW.SCTE C.,RG

1998 Polaris Award Winner

Louis Williamson

CommScope honors Louis
Williamson and his colleagues
at Time Warner Cable for
outstanding innovation and
dedication in leading
technological advances in the
cable industry.

CommScope
How Intelligence Travels.
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Building the digital platform
Digital, data and capacity issues dominate Emerging Tech

N

o, they didn't bring their tools, but 1,350 cable and
telecommunications engineers made the trek to San
Antonio, Texas in late January for the annual
Conference on Emerging Technologies, to pick up afew tips
on how to build the digital platform to support new services.
Organized by the Society of Cable Telecommunications
Engineers, the focus of the two-day conference was on digital
TV and high-speed data-over-cable, two issues that cable operators are wrestling with currently.
"Digital TV and data-over-cable were deemed by the program subcommittee to be the most important issues of the
year," said Bill Riker, SCTE president. By the time the event
wrapped up, each attendee should have gone home with a
"better understanding of broadcasters' plans and how cable
will participate in digital TV, as well as current theories on
high-speed data delivery," Riker added.
But many may have gone home more confounded than ever,
especially when it comes to high definition TV (HDTV). Why?
Because broadcasters have been given the freedom to transmit
both HDTV and multiple standard-definition TV (SDTV) signals in their assigned frequency slots, and there's no dear consensus as to which form will dominate. When must-carry regulations are thrown in, the picture becomes even more cloudy as
cablecasters wrestle over which signal "must" be carried, and
which signals "ought" to be carried.
Furthermore, there are some fundamental technical challenges that have to be overcome. For example, broadcasters
have chosen to use vestigial sideband (VSB) modulation, while
the cable industry has chosen to use quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM), preferring its greater efficiency.
That means operators will have to figure out away
to convert 8-VSB signals into 16-QAM signals. And
they'll have to figure out how to do it and protect the
signal from being copied, because Hollywood has
fears that consumers will begin copying the new,
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Some things change. Some don't.
New technologies
New platforms
New services
New revenue streams

Same reliability.

,

•

Today's Philips is aleading supplier of HFC transport and LMDS/MVDS
wireless transport systems, with advanced solutions for broadband voice,
high-speed Internet access and other interactive services that generate new
revenue streams. All with the same unparalleled reliability that's been our
signature through the years.
Get connected with Philips. The reliable choice.
Philips Broadband Networks. 800-448-5 I 1 315-682-9105; www.be.philips.com/pbn
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This isn't the end of the hall.
It's the beginning.

It's about time that the people whose contributions to the growth of the cable television industry received
the honors they truly deserve. Now they will, with the establishment of The Cable Center's Hall of Fame.
Please join Multichannel News, Cablevision and CED magazines as an advertiser
in aspecial tribute to the Hall of Fame's First Class of Honorees:

George J. Barco

Irving B. Kahn

Martin F. Malarkey

Bill Daniels

Bob J. Magness

Milton J. Shapp

Your advertising investment in the Hall of Fame supplement will be an especially meaningful one, as 50% of
all advertising proceeds will go directly to the development of The Cable Center, which will be located on
the campus of the University of Denver. Make sure your company is part of this historic publishing event.
Call your Multichannel News, Cablevision or CED advertising representative today.

THE 1998 CABLE TELEVISION CENTER AND
MUSEUM HALL OF FAME ISSUE

MUltIChgra
April 27, 1998

Cablevision
May 4, 1998

CED
May 1998
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HDTV demos,
hands-on testing

W

hat's adiscussion about
HDTV if there isn't ademonstration involved? This year,

for the first time at its annual
Conference on Emerging Technologies.
the SCTE featured viewing salons for
attendees to see the latest equipment
for HDTV Demonstration areas were
set up by Zenith and PBS, while
Panasonic showed ademo of digital TV
Also, the SCTE had an analog and
digital test procedure demonstration
area, hosted by the SCTE Interface
Practices Subcommittee. The purpose
of this demo was to give cable technical
personnel achance to review newlyadopted test procedures, as adopted by
the Subcommittee. Specifically, test procedures for composite triple beat, composite second-order, cross-modulation
and digital were shown.

high-quality images without authority.
But after all the regulatory uncertainty
was hashed out, the bottom-line question
for many engineers became: "How much
bandwidth do Ireally need?," which was
asked by Tom Jokerst, VP of engineering
at Charter Communications. MSOs that

1M
_

NETWORKING

are already wrestling with limited bandwidth could become even more bandwidth impaired if they have to carry broadcasters' HDTV and SDTV channels.
One solution to the problem is to
increase the amount of bandwidth capacity, which was also addressed during the
conference. For example, a team of
AT&T engineers proposed amethod to
drive fiber deeper into the network,
adding adigital overlay for new services
(for details, see "Fiberline," page 52).
Or, why not take fiber all the way to
the home, as some have suggested for
years? While most cable engineers still
scoff at the need to do that, the cost of the
hardware has come down dramatically,
according
to
analysis
by
Earl
Langenberg, VP of network implementation at Tele-Communications Inc.
Langenberg outlined how anew fiberto-the-home network with 2GHz capacity proposed by Synchronous Communications can be deployed to support both
analog and digital signals, while supporting both residential and commercial
applications.
All network components are passive
beyond node points serving 30,000 or
more households, representing a big
improvement over FTTC, with its need
for bulky, power-consuming and damagesensitive electronics on every neighborhood pedestal. EDFAs positioned at the
30,000-home hub amplify the split signal
from the central transmitter, generating
enough power to support distribution in
atree/branch mode to individual homes

Display Systems International Inc.
Low-Cost High-Performance Character Generators

Drive home awinner with the DSI Advantage:

Call today for aFREE demo disk!
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at asplitting ratio of 64 individual fiber
drops per feeder fiber.
This set-up supports delivery of 110
analog broadcast channels plus 200 digital broadcast channels at a carrier-tonoise level of 48 dB at each house-mounted optical network unit (ONU), or, if the
analog/digital ratio is 77 analog/400 digi-

Fiber-to-the-home costs
have dropped
to $636 per home
tal, aCNR of 49 dB at each ONU. The
laser capacity at the central transmission
point is such as to leave an additional 1
GHz of bandwidth for delivery of highspeed data to households and/or other
dedicated signals to commercial users
within the 30,000-home serving area.
For future expansion to accommodate
more interactive services, second, third
and additional wavelengths can be added
from the central transmission point to
each trunk fiber for delivery of dedicated
voice and data signals through the
EDFAs and splitters to each household,
using wavelength division multiplexers to
separate the signals at each ONU. Return
signals from each resident are delivered
via Fabry-Perot lasers operating at the
1310 mn wavelength.
Langenberg estimated the single-wavelength version of the FITH system would
cost $636 per home passed, or $909 per
customer, based on 70 percent penetration, vs. average costs of $372 and $531 for
HFC. HEC costs can be higher, depending on levels of fiber penetration, amplifi-

For the Mohede (OM
family, Pace and
lndovision made the
move to digital so
simple

When the Mohede family decided to switch to
Indovision's new digital TV service in March 1997, Pace helped make things
easier for them.

The Indonesian pay TV operator chose Pace as its partner in the move from
analog to digital because of its technical expertise and digital TV experience.
Pace had already pioneered the mass production of MPEG-2 digital set-top
boxes and helped to establish digital TV networks in South Africa, Australia,
Thailand, Mexico, Brazil and Europe.
Its technology-independent stance -which now indudes licensing General
Instrument's DigiCipher II conditional access (CA) system -quickly enabled
it to license and incorporate News Corporation's CA system into its receivers.
And its regional manufacturing facilities allowed in to respond flexibly to changes
in demand.
Committed to the long term growth of the digital TV market, Pace also
established afull team of load sales, marketing and technical support personnel
in Indonesia.
So now the Mohede family have much more TV choice to look forward to and thanks to partnerships with Pace, millions of digital TV viewers around
the world will never look back.
For afree, in-depth case study examining Indovision's move from
analogue to digital and to find out how Pace can help you in the US, call
us today on +44 (0) 1274 538 080.

DVS 211-GP
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Are ops ignoring the capacity crunch?
Fiber revolution provides new bandwidth options

By Fred Dawson,
Contributing Editor

T

he search for new fiber-based
solutions to bandwidth expansion in local distribution networks has reached alow ebb within the
broadband operations community just
when there's every reason to believe a
more aggressive pursuit of the options
could pay off handsomely in the nottoo-distant future.
Lost in the debate over how many
well-heeled couch potatoes will buy
$10,000 HDTV sets is the question of
what happens when those set prices get
80
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down to within afew hundred dollars of
today's large-screen CRT-based sets, or
when flat-screen technology begins to
offer cost-effective alternatives to highend home theater projection systems.
What happens, in other words, if it
turns out HDTV, as opposed to standard definition digital TV, becomes the
norm in consumer hardware purchasing
decisions and, by extension, in the formats chosen by broadcast and cable programmers alike?
•And what if, as all investors in
advanced digital set-tops spec'd to the
OpenCable standard must hope, interactive services of every description, from
enhanced Internet to video-on-demand to

residential videoconferencing, take hold
as the premium services of the future?
"The signs are all around us that the
demands on network capacity are going
to explode," said Vmce Borelli, CEO of
Synchronous Communications. "But
we're just not seeing the push for new
solutions that you'd expect now that
there are so many things you can do with
fiber that weren't possible before."
Synchronous, aleading supplier of
dense wavelength division multiplexing
and optical amplification systems
designed especially for cable networks,
has seen rapid growth in the use of such
equipment in regional backbone networks, Borelli notes. "Now that the benefits of 1550 (nanometer wavelength)
technology are being routinely applied
in linking headends and primary hubs,
maybe there'll be less resistance on the
distribution side than we've seen in the
past," he added. "But first, people have
to see the need for the type of expansion
path this technology offers."
Indeed, it's ironic that just as arevolution in optical technology is finally opening new vistas for use of fiber in distribution plant, it's hard to find anyone within
the operations community who's spending much time exploring the possibilities.
That irony was brought into focus at the
recent Emerging Technologies Conference sponsored by the Society of Cable
Telecommunications Engineers in San
Antonio, where presentations suggesting
deep use of fiber at heretofore unheard-of
low costs were largely met with expressions of mild interest at best, and with no
indication that such ideas are fostering
heightened pursuit of new fiber solutions
dawson@albany net

Up until now, you had to choose between
high IP3 and low noise figure for your low
cost amplifiers. Now you can have both at
the same bias point and at aterrific price
with Watkins-Johnson high dynamic range
amplifiers.
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WJ High Dynamic Range Amplifers
Product

Frequency
(MHz)

IP3
(dBm, typ.)

PldB
(dBm, typ.)

NF
(dB, typ.)

Bias current
(mA, typ.)

AH1

250-3000
50-860
250-3000

41
38
36

21

2.9
2.9
2.7

150
150
75

NEW AFt2
NEW AM1

MMUS-1111181
WIRELESS
PRODUCTS
GROUP

20

18

1-800-W1-4401
Visit us on the web at www.wj.com

GaAs amplifiers from WJ give your
products the Wireless Edge" by providing
low noise figure with the highest IP3 in
the business. The versatility of these wideband amps also allows you to use the
same gain block in multiple applications
to reduce your overall part count. Get the
performance you expect at the value you
need from WI
Make The Call
Get more details today. Call our toll free
number, fax us at 650-813-2447or e-mail
us at wireless.info@wj.com to request data
sheets and acomplete catalog.
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CHATHAM TECHNOLOGIES COMPANIES:

-,'iiech —
fiber-to-the-curb applications," said
John Trail, product manager for transmission systems at HLI. Borelli said telcos, which he declined to name, are testing Synchronous gear as well.
HLI's passive DWDM distribution system, which the company hopes to bring to
market in the second quarter, delivers eight
wavelengths of narrowcast signals to adistribution hub over one fiber, and up to 110
broadcast analog signals over a second
fiber. Wavelengths are passively demultiplexed at the hub and then recombined so
that each narrowcast wavelength is transported with the analog wavelength channel
to anywhere from one to four nodes,
depending on the size of the serving areas.
HLI believes the passive DWDM
approach is not only cheaper than other
broadband network options for anewbuild situation, but also has cost-saving
advantages for upgrade situations as well.
"If you look at atraditional narrowcast
design for an HFC (hybrid fiber/coax)
network, you need alot of modems and
other sophisticated electronics in the
hub," Trail said. "This design avoids the
costs and operational problems associatversions of traditional I-IFC architecture ed with putting all that gear in the field."
Nothing better illustrates what's in
they believe will get them where they want
to go through the lifespan of recently or store for the use of DWDM in the local
soon-to-be upgraded plant, which is to say, transport market than the plans of Alcatel
over the next 10 years or more. And the tel- Telecom, which has created anew optical
cos, having largely abandoned pursuit of business unit based in Richardson, Texas
video over fiber-rich architectures, have to serve short- and long-haul sectors,
swung their attention to making DSL (dig- marking the first time it has located a
ital subscriber line) technology work as the world-wide business unit in the U.S. "We
vehicle for delivering anew generation of believe the U.S. is two to three years
data services to the mass market.
ahead of the rest of the world in demand
Because any use of this technology for for capacity expansion that will require
video delivery in the foreseeable future DWDM," said Tim Krause, director of
product marketing and business developrequires products designed for AM transmission, it is the manufacturers of optical ment for the lightwave products unit.
Over the past year, along with the
systems for the cable industry who seem to
be opening the door to new thinking about implementation of DWDM over long-haul
routes, one of the most significant developfiber architectures among the telcos. Both
Synchronous and Harmonic Lightwaves ments in this technology was the introducInc. (FILI) are working on development of tion of add/drop multiplexers, sometimes
systems that will use multiple wavelengths referred to, erroneously, as cross-connects,
to support delivery of broadband services by anumber of manufacturers, induding
Alcatel. Add/drop muxes, which support
to the home over telco networks.
"BellSouth and Sprint are now conrouting of wavelengths without electronic
conversion of signals as in traditional
ducting tests using our equipment in

within engineering circles.
Even one of the speakers was quick to
dismiss the possibility that his revealing
research into the economics of fiber-to-thehome was part of any new strategic thinking at his company. "There aren't any projects we're involved in where there's aneed
for what I'm talking about here," said Earl
Langenberg, vice president of network
implementation at Tele-Communications
Inc. That applies to use of advanced optical technology in upgrades as well as newbuilds, he noted, adding that TCI's
upgrade effort remains focused on maximizing the usefulness of existing plant with
application of 450 MHz technology
Whether it's 450, 550 or 750 MHz,
MSOs have placed their bets on whatever

HE believes the passive
DWDM approach is
cheaper than other
broadband options for a
new-build situation
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Chatham Technologies Inc.
12221 Merit Drive, Suite 400
Dallas, TX 75251
phone: 972-991-5559
fax: 972-702-9585
h •

AFTER 75 YEARS
OF LABOR, WE ANNOUNCE
THE BIRTH OF
CHATHAM TECHNOLOGIEe
Chatham Technologies is the born leader of the
electronic enclosures industry. Since our conception
in 1997, Chatham has integrated seven premier
manufacturers to form the world's largest supplier
of custom electronic enclosures, related products
and value-added services. And we're getting bigger
every day.

• Chatham is committed to being a

global company —we already control more than 1.3
million square feet of manufacturing capacity around
the world. We're also committed to providing
local service, as we grow even stronger with our
customers. • While Chatham may seem like the
new kid on the block, our business units and
partner companies have established reputations
for quality and service that go back as far as 75
years. So we have aunique and proven ability. Give
us the seed of an idea for an enclosure, and we can
design it, engineer it, manufacture it, assemble it,
test it, and deliver it just in time. •Ready to take
your first steps with Chatham? Call us today. Or
e-mail us at our web site.
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The big breakthrough
will come with
the manufacture of true
optical cross-connects ...

TECHNOLOGY

until its slot opens over adesired link,
which is something carriers can't live with
in the high-volume trafficking environment of local telecommunications.
Alcatel is exploring a variety of
approaches to this and other tasks that
must be performed by cross-connects,
Krause said. One of the most promising
called optical cross-connects being intro- involves use of asemiconductor optical
amplifier, which is an integrated optoelecduced now can do," he said.
With the non-blocking capability, not conic device with asubstrate that electrononly are the wavelengths routed or ically changes the wavelength characteristics and adds gain to the light pulses passswitched on the fly, but they are translating through. "I believe we'll be in aposied into other wavelengths to take advantage of available wavelength slots in a tion to make the fundamental technology
given fiber link as those slots open up in choices for moving into production (of
the ongoing routing process. Without this cross-connects) within another 12
capability, which must be accomplished months," he said.
Another firm well positioned to make
without converting the signal to electronic frequencies and then regenerating it, a DWDM areality in the short-haul market
switched wavelength will be blocked is Tellium Inc., formed last year by Bell
Communications Research with various
investment partners, including its new parent, Science Applications International
Corp., and cable lightwave systems suppliMODEM LINE TEST
er Ortel Corp. Tellium will build on the
technology underlying the MONET
(Multiwavelength Optical Networking)
program which Bellcore is operating in
conjunction with long-distance and local
carriers in different parts of the country,
according to Israel Ury, CTO at Ortel,
which has a20 percent stake in the venture.
With competitive and incumbent
LECs "suffering cable exhaust," DWDM
is an ideal solution, but it must bring with
it the functionality and interconnection
features carriers require in operations
over high-speed Sonet and other backbone architectures, Ury said. The
MONET networks, along with compacting multiple wavelengths into single
fibers, support the type of true cross-connect functionality described by Krause,
where awavelength can be assigned to a
different destination point or node on the
With only
provides:
instal anon re lability,
network at any instant auser desires.
two buttons
and gain acom•Loop Current Testing
the TR1096
petitive edge. Call
Where cable's needs for efficient
•Connect Rate
transforms
Tempo Research at
backbone networking are concerned, two
•Actual Throughput
the way you certify the
(800)642-2155.
•Bit Error Rate Testing
other vendors entering the DWDM arena
modem transmission
capabilities of POTS
Ensure ahigher quality
are Scientific-Atlanta, which is preparing
of service, increase
facilities.
to make an eight-wavelength Sonet ring
system
acenterpiece of its portfolio in
1221 Liberty Way •Vista, CA 92083 /(800) 642-2155 •Fax (760) 598-5634

switching, "change the whole equation for
optical networking" in the local transport
market, Krause said.
For example, he noted, owners of fiber
links will be able to sell "fractional dark
fiber," using some wavelengths for themselves and wholesaling others. Moreover,
the marketing of transport on awavelength
basis will allow end users and operators to
implement services as needed without
investing in equipment that will aggregate
the signals carrying those services into
higher-speed backbone tiers, such as highspeed Sonet layers. But while such multiplexers will help DWDM take off in the
local transport business, the big breakthrough will come with manufacture of
true optical cross-connects, which is "an
extremely complicated beast," Krause
noted. "To be areal cross-connect, it must
be non-blocking, which none of the so-

Certify Modem Line Speeds
-33.G Kb s

as Simple as
hing Two
ons
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regional networking options, and ADC
Telecommunications, which has developed aring network that transports signals in Ethernet format at Gigabit-persecond speeds over long distances.
"We've found DveDm offers significant cost savings over other designs, even
when there is plenty of fiber available to
support more traditional approaches," said
Tun Wilk, director of new business development for digital transmissions at S-A.
S-A came to this realization as aresult
of efforts to solve aproblem of fiber scarcity encountered by one of its MS0 customers in the design of aring network
linking regional hubs to acentral headend.
"When we started looking into where the
costs for DWDM have gone in just the
past few months, we realized this technology had become much more cost-effective
than previously assumed," Wilk said.
S-A estimates operators' savings in use
of DWDM over multiple fibers for ring
networks will be on the order of 50 percent, in instances where the fibers are in
place that could support the multiple
fiber approach, and on the order of 60 to
70 percent in instances where new fibers
would be required to facilitate use of
multiple fibers, Wilk said.
In a typical regional networking
arrangement, where asingle headend is
linked to three or four hubs, signals must
either be regenerated or optically amplified
at some point along the ring. In asystem
requiring five fibers, which is the number
needed to deliver 80 channels of uncompressed digital video over S-As OC-48 system, the cheapest means of boosting signals is through optical repeaters, which, in
the aggregate run about $50,000. This
compares to about $20,000 for an erbiumdoped fiber amplifier (EDFA) that can
boost all the wavelengths traveling through
asingle fiber, Wilk noted.
Similar economic calculations are driving Synchronous's offering of DWDM
systems that can go all the way to 32 wavelengths, although Synchronous, rather
than using Sonet, is using aproprietary
10-bit digital video transport technique to
deliver 16 uncompressed video channels
per wavelength. "We're offering a 32-

wavelength option so that operators can
know that they'll have plenty of capacity
for future needs after they've put the system into operation for current applications," Borelli said.
Borelli added that the move to this volume of wavelengths is made possible, in
part, by the flatness characteristics of the
company's EDFAs, which maintain equal
carrier-to-noise parameters across the
whole field of amplified wavelengths.
Another major factor is asupply agreement
with Lucent Technologies, which is manufacturing new types of laser chips that are
tightly spec'd to the narrow wavelengths of
the International Telecommunications
Union's DWDM protocols.
These lasers are externally-modulated
diodes which, rather than using aseparate,
lithium niobate component to modulate
the signal, employ electro-absorption modulators that are built into the laser chip
itself. This design improves signal distortion performance, which will also be
enhanced
with
introduction
by
Synchronous of anew dispersion-compensated EDFA in the first quarter, Borelli
said. Alternatively, Synchronous is preparing to introduce more modular types of
externally modulated transmitters capable
of delivering output at 10 Gbps per laser
(0C-192), thereby increasing potential
throughput of multiple wavelengths on a
single fiber into the hundreds of Gbps.
In another regional networking concept
billed as abreakthrough in Ethernet technology, ADC said its EtherRing system
supports delivery of up to 80 separate, fullduplex, 100 megabit-per-second Fast
Ethernet channels over distances of 150
kilometers between switches at an aggregate throughput of 16 Gbps per fiber.
"Our calculations show this system used in
ring architectures for data transport represents savings of between 50 and 80 percent
over other means in use today," said
William Cadogan, CEO of ADC.
He backed up the claim by citing the
first user of the system, the Rainbow
Advertising unit of Cablevision Systems
Corp., which is using the technology to
transmit advertising from agencies to its
satellite programming uplink over the New
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Fiber-to-the-home key network components. Source: Earl Langenberg and Mani Ramachandran.

York regional advertising interconnect.
Where multiplexing and protocol conversion electronics previously put the cost of
connecting each agency site to the network
at about $45,000, now, the cost is $8,000,
Cadogan said.
All of these developments in backbone
networking point to an opportunity for
use of optical amplification and DWDM
on the distribution side of the network as
well. Already, using off-the-shelf equipment from Synchronous and other suppliers, Langenberg's calculations show
FTTH may be cheaper than fiber-to-thecurb and is approaching cost parity with
HFC in newbuilds, while offering far
more dedicated bandwidth per user.
"I think fiber-to-the-home will prove
itself over the next year for any newbuild
or rebuild involving delivery of video ser-

vices, whether it's acable or telephone
company project," Langenberg said. "The
real key to why FTTH is more attractive
now than it once was is that you're not
factoring in the costs of digital conversion
at every TV set, the way people once were
with all-optical systems. With the ability
to deliver TV services in analog, you have
the same cost/benefit tradeoffs to deal
with in digital that you do over HFC."
Moreover, he added, optical component costs have fallen drastically. "Five
years ago, an EDFA operating at 40 milliwatts (of output power) cost $40,000;
today, it costs $20,000," he said. "Fiber
was 30 cents afoot; now it's 3cents."
While the cable industry may have little
need for FTTH, given the high capacity of
its coax lines, the need for ever greater segmentation of that coax to provide higher

dedicated bandwidth capacity per household, especially in the upstream, suggests
some of the same optical amplification,
passive splitting and multiple wavelength
options used in the FTTH concept could
be applied in fiber-deep 1-WC evolution,
Borelli noted. "The equipment has evolved
to the point that the options are available,"
he said. "The question is whether the
industry wants manufacturers to begin
implementing these designs in new product. It would be better if we were thinking
this through now, rather than waiting until
the capacity explosion hits." II

About the author
Fred Dawson is aregular contributor
to CED and publishes the newsletter
"Broadband Commerce and Technology."
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'Show me the profits'

ILLUSTRATION BY TOM WARD

Cable's Internet services now getting clown to businesses

By Craig Kuhl,
Contributing Editor

T

he business side of Internet and
high-speed data services is lagging behind the lightning-quick
pace of emerging technologies, prompting cable operators to mine deeper and
wider for potential new Internet and
data customers.
The new business of Internet service,
and how it fits into acable operator's
business plan, is a 1,000-piece puzzle,
with 900 pieces left to assemble. Yet
once the puzzle shows some semblance
of clarity, most operators agree it will be
well worth the effort, and from abusiness perspective, the fmal picture will
look very good.
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Some operators are expanding their Internet customer search to
include small to mid-size businesses in
their local markets. And while schools,
hospitals and city buildings have been the
initial launching pads for many operators'
Internet services, retail and other local
businesses are now the target.
"We started looking at the business of
Internet as aresidential play. What we
discovered was that
our fiber went right
by lots of businesses,
too. The plant was
already mixed in with
Higgins

the residential plant," says Lenny
Higgins, vice president, telephony, for
Bresnan Communications. From that
point, Bresnan knew it would be in the
Internet business.
The company's first Internet play was
through BresnanLink in its upper
Michigan systems, in which 40 percent of the households served by
Bresnan have PCs. Bresnan-Link
has connected 90 educational
institutions through its fiber/coax
networks. Now, it's adding businesses, in-cluding the Ogden
Newspaper Group, City of
Superior, Wis. and Superior
Behavioral Health Network. "In
some of our markets, there are large
companies, like Schwan's Ice Cream.
We want to provide them with telecommuting services for 300-400 employees," Higgins says.
The response thus far, Higgins
notes, has been favorable. "We've been
pleasantly surprised at revenues in our
upper Michigan launch. It's really gone
beyond all of our expectations."
Guinn Leverett, president of Internet
of Beaufort County, N.C., concurs. "A
year ago, if you had told abusinessman
to commit $1,000 amonth to market his
company on aWeb site, he wouldn't
have done it. Today, the ones who did
are glad they did it. Now, the interest is
there. For example, alocal hospital is
doing a$250,000 Web site. That's abig
business."
Yet, the business of Internet is not
without its inherent difficulties. Adds
Leverett: "For acable guy, it's hard to
understand (the business of the
e-mail: cakuhl@compuserve.com
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Memel,: Welcome to BresnonlInk!

Internet). It's areal 'gulp,' and
serious money for hardware.
And it runs so fast, you can
make mistakes."
Running too fast can lead
to complications, says Higgins.
"When you put the first business customers up on your
network, there will be lots of
profits from the business, and
it's easy to have asecure, reliable network. However, when
you get 15 or more businesses,
you scratch your head on how
to secure it with firewalls and
other security. Your internal
and monitoring capabilities are very
important."
The path to Internet and high-speed
data prosperity is not a smooth one.
insists Jim Balderston, industry analyst

3

e at
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4

fit

a

you," he warns.
The real challenge to cabl
operators, Balderston says, is
convincing businesses that
they can provide these services. "It's asizeable investment. Is it worth it to cable
E
operators? And even though
operators have wired to most
1.5
of the last mile with newer,
Choose your community I
F
bigger wire, it's only one step,
•
BREDMANI mootoot.m.
and entering the Internet
business is easier said than
done. Margins are razor-thin,
and selling the service to busiBresnanLink's home page
nesses indudes amore comfor Zona Research Inc., and is bound to plex set of challenges."
Steve Adams, Chairman and CEO of
include some scary moments. "It's not a
walk in the park. It's more like awalk Online System Services (OSS) agrees, to a
point. "Data services is a complicated
through adark alley in abad neighborhood, with people trying to thump business. There's been lots of fear and
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Have acomment? Contact Tom by e-mail at ctrobinson@worldnet att net

rhe Power of One in
Local Production
BYTHOMAS G. ROBINSON, DIRECTOR OF REGULATORY AFFAIRS AND
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT, RIVER OAKS COMMUNICATIONS CORP.

I

thas often been said that it only
takes one person to make adiffer-

by the person serving as host and talent

ence in many situations in life. Even

board while doing his show). Where the

(much Uke adisc jockey running the

though I'm abig fan of the team con-

program may involve adiscussion with

cept. group-think, two heads are bet-

aguest. and thus ti-,e interviewer must

ter than one. an

other cooperative

concentrate on the interview, then a

notions. Ibelieve there are many

technical director can be added to con-

instances where one can succeed

trol all the video, audio and graphic

when two (or more) can be one (or

functions. In either case, high-quality

more) too many.
Which brings me to adiscussion of
how advances in the "do-it-yourself'
arena are leading to powerful new con-

productions can result with aminimum
of manpower.
The advantages of such aset-up are
myriad. Because the system is typically

cepts in local cable television program

less complex to operate. one-person

production. Specifically, local public

studio operators can be trained quickly

access organizations are finding that the

and effectively. This can help eliminate

"less is more" concept can be applied

some of the drawbacks that have kept

very well to certain types of television

interested people and community

production. While still finding the need

groups from initially participating, or

(as discussed later) for at least one

continuing to participate. in public

large-scale studio operation, public

access activities.

access organizations all across the
country are putting together "Studio B"

involved in developing community programming. but don't have the time. This

with alot more sophistication. versatility

concern especially has been raised by
organizational users. In part. this is why

Rather than yesterday's television

they are many times found as asmaller

verde style where awide shot of apanel

portion of the mix of public access par-

or acloser shot of aspeaker would not

ticipants. This is unfortunate, because

vary as the discussion or the speech

they can often bring asignificant knowl-

progressed (heavily emphasizing con-

edge base and resources to public

tent over form), today's one-person

access program development and facili-

operations offer robotic cameras, graph-

tate awealth of high-interest, communi-

ic inputs, stylized sets, interactive audio

ty issue-oriented shows.
Second. the use of complex video

tuation of both form and substance.
Such studios can often be operated

Continued on page 104

First, some would-be producers indi-

concepts that harken back to the days of

(and sometimes video)—enabling accen-

Profits

cate that they would become more

the original "video soapbox .'idea, but
and high-quality production values.

hype for cable operators to get into computer-based businesses. Right now, it's
up to cable to take advantage of its window of opportunity."
The "fear and hype" of climbing
aboard the Internet train is not
reserved for cable operators. Says
Leverett: "There's acertain amount of
'gosh, the train's leaving the station,
and I'd better get on quick' attitude
among small to mid-size businesses.
There's afear of being left out because
they've read and heard about selling
books, ads, etc. on the 'Net, and that's
appealing to them."
And speed counts as well, according to Grant Gabrielson, general manager of US West Telechoice in Omaha,
Neb., which offers cable modem service. "Our marketing is based on
speed, and since we have exhausted
our early adopter market, we've spoken to banks, telemarketing firms and
other small to mid-size businesses
about telecommuting and other services. Their question to us is: How can
we get information faster to our
employees?"
Gabrielson has been able to sell
Telechoice and its cable modem service
by word-of-mouth to about 1,500 customers out of 17,500 video customers.
Next up is the business sector. "Over

continued on page 104
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Multiplexer
GREENLAWN, N.Y.—Telebyte's new
WDM (wavelength division multiplexer), Model 381, provides the ability to
mix any two full duplex signals on asingle fiber optic cable. As an example, digital traffic can be mixed with analog traffic—such as cable TV video can be mixed
with Ethernet—or, data streams of different speeds can be mixed, such as T-1/E1and Ethernet. For applications requiring
extremely high reliability, one of the signal
paths through the WDM can be used to
perform out-of-band signalling as aform

of network management.
The Model 381 is apassive, singlemode, wavelength division multiplexer
that allows the doubling of the data carrying capacity of afiber pair. The WDM
allows the combining and separation of
individual wavelengths, which allows the
individual channels to be simultaneously
transmitted over the same fiber optic
cable. The unit can merge data, voice,
video or any other electrical signals together on asingle fiber.
The standalone unit contains two
WDM modules to achieve full duplex for
two separate data sources. The WDM
utilizes the fused biconic taper concept,
which features high isolation, low insertion loss and back reflectance over a
wide range of temperature and mechanical stresses.
Circle Rea der Service number 60

Fiber optic assemblies
PLYMOUTH, Minn.—Computer
System Products Inc. has announced a

REVIEWS

complete line of angled polished
fiber optic assemblies.
Designed for demanding applications like
cable TV and video,
the assemblies provide areturn loss of
65 dB minimum.
The cable assembly
connectors use 8degree Siecor connectors and are
available in SC and
FC connector styles.
The assemblies are
available, preconnectorized from stock, in standard 1-, 2-, 3-, 5- and
Polished fiber optic
assemblies
10-meter lengths.
They are also available
with quick turnaround in custom
lengths. CSP's angled polished assemblies feature a0.30 dB typical, 0.50 dB
guaranteed, insertion loss, a65 dB minimum return loss, and aguaranteed
operating temperature range of -40

11111111111111111111

Headend manager
WOONSOCKET, R.I.-AWC/US Fiber Optics Division has introduced the Headend
Manager, acompact fiber optic distribution shelf designed for cable TV headend
installations. It was specifically designed to distribute signals from aheadend or
feeder to the outside plant, node or other locations. The manager is an integrated
termination, splice and coupler housing with customer-designed configurations for
various signal splitting of (6) 1x4, (8) 1x3, (12) 1x2 and others, as required.
It features aswing-out termination drawer with the capacity for up to 24 bulkhead interconnections, and aplatform shelf that has the capacity for two splice
trays for 24 fusion splices. The unit also has apull-out coupler/splitter module drawer and has accessible, hinged front
and rear covers for access to all connection and splice points within the cabinet. Circle Reader Service number 61
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degrees Cto +85 degrees C.
Circle Reader Service number 62

Diplexer
EAST SYRACUSE, N.Y— Communications &Energy Corporation Inc. has
announced anew diplexer which combines two inputs into asingle output. The
diplexer is used with cable TV systems or
MATV for combining bands.
The low input port has apassband of
0to 108 MHz, with atypical passband
insertion loss of less than 1dB. The
maximum passband insertion loss for
the low port is 3dB at 108 MHz. Minimum stopband rejection for the low port
is 40 dB between 170 MHz and 450
MHz. The high input port has apassband of 170 MHz to 450 MHz, with a
typical passband insertion loss of less
than 1dB. The maximum passband
insertion loss on the high port is 3dB at
170 MHz. Minimum stopband rejection
for the high port is 40 dB between 0
and 108 MHz. Aspecial 11 dB injection
port is used for incoming video signals.
The diplexer output is power blocked. A
special 10 dB test port is provided for
sampling the diplexer
output.

cable TV receivers used in either forward
or return path applications. The
EPM743FJ-S is designed for 1550 nm
applications, and the EPM744FJ-S is
appropriate for 1310 nm usage. To
improve distortion performance, both
models have alow
second-order distortion, less than
-75 dBc at 860
MHz, and are linear
to optical powers as
high as +3 dBm.
Also, alow capacitance of 0.4 pF eliminates individual
receiver tuning,
Detector
Modules
reducing costs in
receiver manufacture, says EPITAMC. This performance is
achieved by incorporating EPITAXX's
most linear photodiode chip inside apigtailed coaxial module that is more commonly used for high-volume, digital, fiberin-the-loop applications.
Circle Reader Service number 64

Multi-mount UPS
BELLINGHAM, Wash.—Alpha Technologies has announced its new Nexsys
Multi-Mount UPS, amulti-application
AC uninterruptible power supply suited
for arange of telecom applications. The

Diplexer

Connectors are 75-ohm type E
Each unit comes on 19-inch rack-mounted panels which measure 1.75 x2.0 x19
inches and weigh 1.5 pounds.

1.14

•
1

Circle Reader Service number 63
Nexsys Multi-Mount UPS

AM detector modules
WEST TRENTON, NJ.—EPITAXX
has introduced two new Broadband
Detector Modules that provide low distortion at high optical power for 860 MHz

Nexsys Multi-Mount Series is available
in 600VA, 900VA and 1250VA ratings.
All models are designed to be installed in
any one of three configurations: rackmount, wall-mount or tower. The instal-

lation configuration of the Multi-Mount
may be changed by changing the position of the mounting brackets. The brackets, included with all Multi-Mount models, enable the unit to be rack-mounted at
front or mid-chassis, mounted to awall, or
to stand on the floor next to sensitive
equipment.
The power supply incorporates
high efficiency power conditioning
with the longest internal run time available, up to 30 minutes. Additional run
time may be added via external battery
packs. All batteries are hot-swappable
and regulated by the Alpha "Smart
Charger."
Circle Reader Service number 65

Text messaging
HAUPPAUGE, N.Y.—Video Data
Systems has announced its new MCM96, amodular, text-based messaging system capable of providing keyed text or
billboard displays on up to 96 channels
simultaneously.
Designed for multichannel environments, the MCM-96 fits arange of
applications, including Emergency
Alert Systems, pay-per-view interstitial overlay, cross-channel promotion,
and logo insertion. Displayed text can
be unique to each channel, simultaneously displayed on all channels, or displayed on selected groups of channels.
Display cards offer monochrome or
full color displays from asingle line
message, logo or crawl, to afull-page,
two region display with acrawl line.
Control from remote PCs and touchtone phones is available.
The MCM features four font styles,
full border, 16 character colors and 16
background colors. Crawling text messages can be placed anywhere on the
screen and can be of virtually any
length.
Circle Reader Service number 66
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Cable connectors
SAN DIEGO, Calif.—RF Connectors, adivision of RF Industries (RFI),
has released connectors designed to interconnect RG-316/U type low-loss coaxial

REVIEWS

bleshoot faults on fiber optic cables in
distribution frames, patch panels, splictrays and OTDR dead-zones.
Other HiLite applications indude endto-end continuity checks, identifying connectors in patch panels, and identifying
fibers during splicing operations. A universal connector interface provides fast
operation with many connector styles
without changing an adapter.
Circle Reader Service number 68

NIPe
ltk""e'
%
LMR- 1
00 series connectors

cable. The LMR-100 series of cable connectors includes all popular interfaces:
BNC, TNC, N, SMA, SMB, MCX, mini
bayonet, and mini-UHF.
Made of machined brass with goldplated contacts and Teflon insulation,
the connectors are also available in both
nickel-plated, gold-plated and silverplated versions. Cable assemblies using
the LMR-100 cable and RFI connectors are available from stock or in custom lengths.
Circle Reader Service number 67

Visible fault identifier
LACONIA, N.H.—Noyes Fiber Systems has introduced its new HiLite, a
compact red laser source designed to trou-
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Multi-channel DWDMs
LISLE, 111.—Amphenol Fiber Optic
Products has added aline of multi-channel dense wavelength division multiplexers (DWDMs) to its optical product line.
Based on the company's fused biconic

taper (FBT) and fiber Bragg grating filter
technologies, these DWDMs feature a
flexible design architecture that allows
modular expansion from 4up to 16 channels. Standard DWDM network configurations of 4, 8or 16 channels are also
available.
High isolation and low insertion loss
are achieved in either unidirectional
or bidirectional operating modes. They
are offered in flat-pack modules or 948
Series fiber management system cartridges.
Termination options include FC, SC
and ST connectors with standard polish
choices. The International Telecommunication Union grid is followed for channel

spacing in the standard product offerings.
Circle Reader Service number 69

EAS test program
SANTA CLARA, Calif.—TFT Inc.
has announced implementation of an
automatic Required Weekly Test
(RWT) feature for its EAS 911
Encoder/Decoder. The RWT feature
automatically verifies that the installed
EAS system is fully operational at the
cable headend on aweekly basis, in
compliance with FCC rules.
To program the feature, the operator
determines atime window for conducting
the weekly test (e.g., between 3a.m. and 4
a.m.). That time is then entered in the
EAS 911 set-up menu. The unit will then
automatically initiate the RWT on arandom day and at arandom time during the
predetermined time window each week.
The cable operator can also auto forward
RWTs conducted by monitored sources.
This new test feature will be released in
V.82 software, along with other enhancements such as expanded event codes and
text transmission, pending FCC approval.
A number of other changes have been
suggested by such user groups as the Sodety of Broadcast Engineers, and they will
be incorporated into new EPROMs for
new shipments and for exchange in units
already installed.
Circle Reader Service number 70

WDM tester
MORGAN HILL, Calif.—Anritsu
Wiltron Company has introduced its new
MS9715A WDM tester, featuring awide
dynamic range over the 1527 nm to 1567
nm wavelength range The unit is equipped
with the ability to perform multifunction
measurements, and can measure signal-tonoise ratio, gain and tilt, total power, chan-
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As the broadband industry has evolved over the past 50
years, so have we. Whether you know us as Jerrold or
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achievement and excellence in communications.
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move into the next century.
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nel spacing, gain slope, and spectrum. The
multifunction test capability also allows it
to be used to measure the long-term stability of main line signals during manufacturing and installation.
The tester features ±20 pm linearity
and accuracy of ±50 pm with adynamic
range of 53 dB at 0.5 mn and 58 dB at 1
nm. The unit has awide measurement
range of -65 dBm to +20 dBm with 0.02
dB stability Resolution is 0.1 run and PDL
is ±0.25 dB.
The MS9715A also has aunique longtime measurement function that makes it
well suited for maintenance and monitoring. With this function, wavelength
calibration is automatically conducted
by abuilt-in wavelength standard light
source to maintain highly accurate wavelength measurement—even when environmental conditions change.

REVIEWS

inches and weighs 3.8 ounces. It also features a75-ohm Type Fconnector.
The 2700 TVRO notch filter installs
between the low noise amplifier (LNA)
and the feedhorn to suppress terrestrial
interference on any C-band frequency The
filter may be factory-tuned to any frequency between 3.7 GHz and 4.2 GHz. Notch
suppression is 25 dB (typical); notch width
is 4MHz (typical).
The filter may be ordered with up to six
different notch-
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Datacom interconnects

es to suppress six different interference
frequencies. Operating temperature is
-10 degrees Celsius to +65 degrees Celsius.
Circle Reader Service number 72

Circle Reader Service number 74

VRl_A battery

Web software suite

ATLANTA, Ga.—GNB Technolo-gies
has introduced the Absolyte XL, the latest
version in Valve Regulated Lead Acid
(VELA) batteries. Based on the company's
Absolyte HP technology, they feature higher cell capacity-2,000 Ah and 3,000 Ah—
making them the largest VELA absorbed
glass mat (AGM) cells in the world, according to GNB.
The Absolyte XL features aredesigned
post seal that uses anon-corrosive seal

LOS ANGELES, Calif.—Solbright
Inc. has launched AdSuite, asoftware
product suite designed to automate
advertising sales, trafficking and billing
for Internet media. The software suite
provides Web-based management of
processes including the electronic
exchange of proposals and contracts
through ad submissions, trafficking and
invoicing.

Variable attenuator

96

Circle Reader Service number 73

NORTHBORO, Mass.—FONS (Fiber
Optic Network Solutions) Corporation
has announced the introduction of its new
line of black datacom wall and rackmount interconnect products, Light
Express 2. Constructed of rugged
steel with ablack baked epoxy powder finish, each interconnect product
comes equipped with cable management reels for enhanced fiber
management.
In addition, each interconnect
product is available preloaded with
standard fiber optic adapters. The company also offers ST and SC cable assemblies manufactured with industry-standard ST and SC connectors. To boost system performance, each connector is fitted
with azirconia ceramic ferrule.

Circle Reader Service number 71

EAST SYRACUSE, N.Y.—Communications &Energy Corp. has introduced its new CEC 1450, an impedance
matched continuously adjustable RF
attenuator, and the
Type 2700 TVRO
notch filter.
The attenuator has
been designed for use
where precision RF level
adjustments are required.
RF attenuator
The device features a
passband of 0to 1GHz, with adjustable
attenuation ranging between 0and 20 dB.
The unit's line-tilt is -0.09 dB at 300 kHz;
-0.43 dB at 500 MHz; -0.98 dB at 524
MHz; and -1.9 dB at 1GHz.
The attenuator is housed in ametal
enclosure which measures 1.4 x2.3 x3

design that will maintain its integrity against
leaks throughout the life of the battery. It's
also constructed to eliminate stresses placed
on the cover and post seals by plate growth.
A square plate design, which allows more
efficient use of the plate by decreasing internal resistance, achieves a65 percent increase
in power at the one-hour rate.

Notch filter

Circle Reader Service number 75
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Distribution Equipment

C-COR Electronics, Inc.
RS# 29
C-COR's RF amplifiers, AM fiber optics, and
customized service and maintenance provide
global solutions for your network. p. 53. 70

Alpha Technologies. Inc.

General Instrument Corporation

R.Sit 51

The world leader in analog and digital systems that provide video, audio and highspeed Internet/data services over cable and
satellite television networks. p. 69. 95
Toshiba Multimedia

RS# 14

MCNS modems and gateway solutions, plant
and market analysis, system design, installation
and maintenance. Toshiba's systems operate in
six major markets, servicing over 12,000 cable
subscribers. p. 29

Construction Equipment
Arrow Fastener Company

RS# 27

Arrow Fastener Co. Inc. is a68-year-old American manufacturer of quality-built hand tools.
The company makes the world's only UL and
C-UL listed staples shot from staple guns. p. 50
Belden Wire &Cable

RS# 22

Belden® broadband cable products are ideal
for all your video, voice, data, and even voltage applications. p. 44
CommScope. Inc.

RS# 32

CornmScope: ISO 9001 registered manufacturer of acomprehensive line of coaxial and
fiber optic cables for all telecommunications
applications. p. 57. 67
Telecrafter Products

RS# 5, 28

Supplies drop installation products for CATV,
DBS, and wireless operators, single and dual
cable fastening products, identification tags,
residential enclosures. p. 10. 51

Datacom Equipment
3Com Corporation
ISC Datacom

RS# 15 p. 31

RS# 25

Manufactures frequency-agile RF modems
and translators. Modem speeds to 64 kbps.
Builds electronics to specifications. p. 48
Terayon Communication Systems
RS# 8
Terayon Communication Systems delivers
high-speed, two-way cable modem systems —
based on S-CDMA technology — that operate over any cable plant and support both
business and residential services. p. 15

RS# 3

World leading manufacturer of power conversion products, widely used in cable television,
telecommunications, and data networks
worldwide. p. 7
Lindsay Electronics

RS# 20

Our revolutionary new technology creates
1GHz communication amplifiers, passives,
taps, and subscriber materials to solve system
problems before they become subscriber
problems. p.42
Philips Broadband Networks

RS# 38

Global supplier of broadband RF and fiber
optic transport equipment and advanced systems used to access broadband telephony and
data services. p. 73
RELTEC

RS# 35

CATV and broadband products including
metallic and non-metallic 360 degree access
pedestals, amplifier housings and MDUs
upright and low profile node housings. p. 60
Times Fiber Communications. Inc.
RS# 19
TFC is an ISO 9001 registered manufacturer
of coaxial cable for the telecommunications
industry. Committed to quality, service and
technology. p. 39

Distributors
ITOCHU Cable Services
RS# 16
iCS, Inc. is aleading full service stocking distributor, operating ten sales offices and nine
warehouses conveniently located in North
and South America. p. 35
Jerry Conn Associates
RS# 31
JCA is aspecialty distributor for Tektronix,
Alcatel, Thomas & Betts LRC, PLP, AMP,
Signal Vision, Alcoa Fujikura LTD, GI,
Trilogy and numerous other lines. p. 56
TeleWire Supply Company

RS# 9

TeleWire Supply is aleading nationwide distributor of products needed to build and service a
broadband communications network p. 17
Tulsat

RS# 34. 39

Tulsat sells, repairs and purchases headend and
line equipment. We speciali7e in traps, taps,
connectors, modulators, VCII, IRDs
and receivers. p. 59. 75

Fiber Optic Equipment
FONS Corp.

RS# 18

Fiber optic communications products, patch
panels, cable assemblies, adapters, attenuators,
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fiber management software, and transmission
products for telecommunications, data communications, and cable television markets. p. 38
Keptel, Inc.

RS# 33

Complete line of OSP Fiber Optic, Copper
and Coax Interconnection Apparatus, including closures, enclosures, fiber management,
NIDs, and Remote Test Electronics. p. 58
Silicon Valley Communications

RS# 47

Full two-way optical transmission products,
including 1550 nm and 1310 nm transmitters,
EDFAs, and receivers with Network
Management System. p. 85

Headend Equipment
ADC Telecommunications. Inc.

RS# 1

Leading global supplier of transmission and
networking systems with apre-eminent market position. Products for fiber optic, twisted
pair, coaxial and wireless networks worldwide. p. 2-3
Dawn Satellite

RS# 21

Technical information and competitive prices
on products such as: satellite "dish" antennas,
satellite receivers, digital ready LNBs, modulators, processors and related products. p.43
FrontLine Communications
RS# 17
FrontLine Communications manufactures
patented, field proven, Emergency Alert and
PC-based Character Generator products to
fulfill the needs of cable and other multichannel system operators. p. 37
Idea/onics

RS# 49

EAS Emergency Alert Systems to meet the
FCC mandate and local franchise requirements of cable TV. p. 89
Microwave Filter Co., Inc.

RS# 53

Passive electronic filters, traps and filter networks for interference elimination and signal
processing at the TVRO, headend and distribution equipment. p. 103
Monroe Electronics. Inc.

RS# 48

We supply rack mounted or cased cue tone encoders/decoders. Also, timers, A/V and RF/IF
switches and other control products. p.86
Passive Devices Inc.
PCI Technologies

RS# 13 p. 27
RS# 54

Manufactures splitter/combiner networks, RF
filters from DC to 1GHz, i.e.: deletion filters,
diplex filters, banpass, etc. p. 103

readerservice
Scientific-Atlanta

RS# 58

TVN Digital Cable Television

Scientific-Atlanta's new Conti
nuum TM
Headend System for analog and digital applications features avertical packaging design
which allows for up to forty front-loaded
modules. p. 116
Spectrum

RS# 11. 37. 36

The Sub-Alert utilizes the advanced features
of the Sage Endec for total automation and
will interface with your headend by TF, baseband video or comb generator. p. 21. 42 43. 61
Standard Communications

RS# 4

The industry's leading manufacturer of rebroadcast quality satellite reception and RF broadband products. Delivering programs to thousands of CATV and SNIATV systems. p. 9

Subscriber Equipment
Pace MicroTechnology

RS# 41 p 77

Viewsonics. Inc.
RS# 52
For 24 years designing and manufacturing
more than 200 products for CATV and
MMDS, including amplifiers, passives,
Locldnator Security System, return path
equipment, etc. p. 97

Telecom Equipment

Services (Billing,

Chatham Technologies

Contractors, etc.)
International Engineering
Consortium (IEC) RS# 50
A nonprofit organization dedicated to
advancing the field of business and engineering in the information industry through noncommercial and university programs. p. 46
IMMCO

RS# 10

TVN Entertainment is aleading television
pay-per-view programmer. TVN Digital
Cable Television is anew digital NVOD programming service and turn-key delivery system for cable operators. p. 19

RSit 56

IMMCO provides competitively priced, quality HFC and fiber design, drafting and file
conversions for CATV and telecommunications companies. p. 103

RS# 45

Chatham Technologies is the world's largest
integrated supplier of custom electronic
enclosures, related products and valueadded services. p. 82. 83
Fujitsu Network Communications

RS# 7

Manufactures and markets advanced
SONET transport and access equipment
which maximizes network operational
capacity and services. p. 13

Test Equipment
AM Communications. Inc.

RS# 57

OmniStat by AM is the worldwide choice for
monitoring HFC telecommunications networks. It is the standard for ADC, NextLevd,
Philips and Scientific-Atlanta. p. 115
Hewlett-Packard Company RS# 6. 42
Hewlett-Packard offers acomprehensive
range of test equipment to keep your entire
broadband system at peak performance—from
headend to subscriber drop. p. 11. 79
P. K. Technology

RS# 30 p. 55

Tempo Research Corp.

RS# 46

Manufacturer of test and measurement equipment for installation and repair technicians,
including TDRS, Step TDR, and Coax Tracer
systems. p.84
Tritithic, Inc.

RS# 12. 23, 24, 26

Manufactures test equipment for the CATV
and LAN industries and components for
aerospace and satellite communications.
SLMs, leakage detectors, and acomprehensive line of return test equipment.
p. 25, 45. 47. 49
Wavetek Corporation

RS# 2

Manufactures equipment for CATV, telecommunications, wireless, and general purpose
test. CATV equipment includes signal level,
analysis, and leakage meters, sweep and monitoring equipment. p. 4-5

CEO Magazine is not responsible for any omissions or any inaccuracies.
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The following companies are cited in articles and features in the current issue.
Page numbers refer to where the initial mention takes place in aparticular story.
Listings do not include some departments.
ADC Telecommunications
Alcatel Telecom
Alpha Technologies
Ameritech
Amphenol Fiber Optic Products
Anritsu Wiltron Company
AT&T
ATCOM/INFO
AWC/US Fiber Optics
Bay Networks Inc.
BellSouth
Bresnan Communications
Broadcom Corporation
CableLabs
Cablevision Systems Corp
CFX Communications Systems
CGX Communications Inc
Charter Communications
Cisco Systems Inc.
Coherent Inc
Com21 Corp
Comcast Corporation
Communications & Energy Corp
Compaq Computer Corp
Computer System Products
Corning Inc
Cox Communications Inc
CSG Systems Inc.
Daewoo Electronics
EPITAXX
FONS Corp.
Gemstar International Group
General Instrument Corp.
GNB Technologies
Group W Network Services
Harmonic Lightwaves Inc
Hayes Microcomputer Products
Hybrid Networks Inc
ICTV
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IntelaSync Inc
Internet of Beaufort County, N.0
Lucent Technologies
Marcus Cable
MediaOne
Microsoft Corp.
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The following list contains the Internet addresses or E-Mail addresses for advertisers
appearing in CED, and is provided as aservice for our readers.

3Com Corporation
http://www.3com.com

IMMCO. Inc.
http://www.immcoinc.com

Siecor Corporation
http://www.sieconcom

ADC Telecommunications. Inc.
http://www.adc.com

International Engineering
Consortium (IEC)
http://www.iec.org

Spectrum
http://www.spectrummhz.com

Alpha Technologies Inc.
http://www.alpha.corn
AM Communications, Inc.
http://www.amcomm.com
Belden Wire & Cable
hup://www.belden.com
C-COR Electronics, Inc.
http://www.c-cor.com
Chatham Technologies
http://www.chathamtechnologies.com
CommScope. Inc.
http://www.commscope.com
Coming Incorporated
hup://v.ww.corningfiber.com
Display Systems International
http://www.promowarecorp.com
FONS Corp.
http://www.fons.com
FrontLine Communications
http://www.frontlinecom.com
Fujitsu Network Communications
http://www.fnc.fujitsu.com
General Instrument Corporation
http://www.gi.com
Hewlett-Packard Company
http://www.hp.com/go/catv

iSC Datacom
http://www.fasdane.net/—isc
Jerry Conn Associates
http://wwwjerryconn.com
Keptel. Inc.
http://www.antec.com
Lindsay Electronics
hup://www.lindsayelec.com
Microwave Filter Co., Inc.
http://www.microwavefilter.com
Monroe Electronics. Inc.
http://www.monroe-electronics.com
P. K. Technology
http://www.pktechnology.com
Pace MicroTechnotogy
http://www.pace.co.uk
Passive Devices, Inc.
http://www.pdi-eft.com
PCI Technologies
http://www.pcitech.org
Philips Broadband Networks
http://www.be.philips.com/pbn
RELTEC
http://www.relteccorp.com

Standard Communications
http://www.standardcomm.com/satcom
Synchronous Group. Inc.
http://www.syngroup.com
Telecrafter Products
Email: mail@dropsupplies.com
TeleWire Supply Company
http://telewiresupply.com
Terayon Communication Systems
http://www.terayon.com
Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
http://www.timesfibercom
Toshiba Multimedia
http://www.toshiba.com/TAISMSD/
Trilithic. Inc.
http://www.trilithic.com
TVN Digital Cable Televisions
http://www.tvn.com
Viewsonics, Inc.
Email: viewson@ix.netcom.com
Watkins Johnson Company
http://WWW.Wi.00111

Wavetek Corporation
http://www.wavetek.com

Scientific-Atlanta
hup://www.sciattcom

CED
CED Magazine is not responsible for any omissions or any inaccuracies.
Changes to existing information should be faxed to Shannon Sanchez; (303) 393-7449 x233; FAX (303) 393-6654.
Visit us on our Web site at www.CEDmagazine.com
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evenbalendar
MARCH
10 Cascade Range SCT E Chapter,
Technical Seminar. Locati on: Holiday
Inn, Wilsonville, Ore. Call Betty Reed
(360) 891-3295.
11 Old Dominion SCTE Chapter,
Vendor Show. Location: Richmond, Va.
Call Maggie Fitzgerald (540) 248-3400.
11 Sam Houston SCTE Meeting Group,
Technical Seminar. Location: Houston.
Call William Bartley (713) 329-7814.
11-13 Northern California SCTE
Chapters, Vendor Show. Location:
Concord Hilton, Concord, Calif. Call
Steve Allen (916) 786-4353
12
Penn-Ohio
SCTE
Chapter,
Technical Seminar & Testing Session.
Topic: Safety—CPR Certification and
Pole-top Rescue. BCT/E certification
exams to be administered. Location:
Sheraton Inn North, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Call Marianne McClain (412) 531-5710.

17 North Country SCTE Chapter, Vendor
Show. Annual Vendor Day and Cable-Tec
Games.
Location:
Hyatt
Hotel,
Minneapolis, Minn. Meeting to be held in
conjunction with the North-Central Cable
Show. Call Dan Shea (612) 572-9290.

Restaurant, Horsham, Pa. Call Chuck
Tolton (215) 961-3882.

18 Big Sky SCTE Chapter, Technical
Seminar. Location: Locomotive Inn,
Laurel, Mont. Call John Anderson (406)
755-7200.

15 Michiana SCTE Chapter, Testing
Session. BCT/E and Installer certification exams to be administered. Location:
LaPorte, Ind. Call Jj. Jones (219) 3246943.

19 San Diego SCTE Chapter, Technical
Seminar. Call Kevin Coldani (714) 4582288.
25 Great Plains SCTE Chapter, Vendor
Show. Location: Omaha, Neb. Call
Daniel Kamish (402) 597-5665.

8South Jersey SCTE Chapter, Technical
Session. Topic: Safety. Call Richard Kerr
(609) 467-9333.

23 New England SCTE Chapter,
Technical Seminar & Testing Session.
BCT/E and Installer certification exams
to be administered. Location: Holiday
Inn, Boxborough, Mass. Call Brian
Bedard (413) 562-9923, ext. 228, for further details.

APRIL
8 Bluegrass SCTE Chapter, Technical
Seminar. Call Max Henry (502) 435-4433.
8 Delaware Valley SCTE Chapter,
Vendor Show. Location: Williamson's

23 Northern New England SCTE
Chapter, Technical Seminar. Topic:
Emergency Alert Systems. Location:
Doubletree Inn, Portland, Maine. Call
Bruce Bolger (207) 967-5212 for additional information.

For more extensive calendar listings, including training opportunities, see www.cedmagazine.com
SHOWS
MARCH
25 SCTE
Telecommunications
Vendors Day. Location:
Omaha, Neb. Call Riser
Bond Instruments (402)
466-0933 for more information.

MAY
3-6 National Show '98,
produced by the National
Cable Television
Association. Location:
Atlanta. Call the NCTA
(202) 775-3669 for further
details.

10-13 SCTE Cable-Tec
Expo '98. Location:
Denver, Colo. Call (610)
363-6888; Expo hotline
(610) 363-3822.
JULY
8-10 Wireless Cable '98.
T
rfklield-1.1.411a

APRIL
20-23 COMDEX Spring
'98. Location: Chicago.
Call Softbank (617)
433-1500 for additional
information.
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JUNE
7-11 Superconun '98.
Location: Atlanta. Call
the U.S. Telephone
Association (202)
326-7300.

Call (202) 452-7823.
SEPTEMBER
22-24 Great Lakes Cable
Expo. Location: Chicago.
Call (317) 845-8100.

OCTOBER
13-15 Atlantic Cable Show.
Location: Baltimore, Md.
Call (609) 848-1000.
26-28 Eastern Show.
Southern Cable Telecom.
Assoc. Location: Orlando,
Pi. Call (dad) 9is_iesnR
DECEMBER
1-4 The Western Show.
Location: Anaheim. Call
the California Cable TV
Association (510) 428-2225.

ProductShowcase
CI's SC

Filters
For CATV

Cable Television
Products:
•Notch Filters with

fJf_JJ

versatile system for head-end and hub wirin

eree le

Passhands up to IGI It
• Pay-TV Traps

The SCN-1000, is a 19" x 13
4 "rack mount chassis
/
that accommodates one 16-way splitter/combiner
or any two module combination of 2-way, 4-way,
8-way, directional coupler, or filter modules.
Custom modules are readily available with any
combination of splitters, directional couplers,
and/or filters!
•Rugged interchangeable modules.
•Excellent return loss.
•Very high port-toport isolation.
•5 MHz -1Ghz
bandwidth.
•Minimum
-120 dB RFI.

•Highly Selective Bandpass Filters
•Waveguide Filters to 40 GHz
•C-Band TVRO & Radar
Interference Filters.

Ask for Our Literature:
•Hltci sfor Cable Television

It

Vol. INo. 4

O

FILTER COMPANY
.743 KINNE STREET
EAST SRACUSE, NY 13057

800-448-1666 • 315-438-4700
315-463-1467* Toll f'ree: 888-411-8860
http://wwwsnicrowavefiltencom

Please...erious
Buyers Only

stedi

520 Westney Road, South, Unit 20, Ajax, Ontario, Canada LIS 6W6
Sales: 1-800-565-7488 Phone: (905) 428-6068 Fax: (905) 427-1964
Internet: www.pcitech.org
Email: sales pcitech.org
errirreeree,r7MerZirerlMier:T1

CUref;T:

HFC AND
FIBER OPTIC
DESIGN

NFORMATION

SERVICES

IL: mfcsales Cenicrowavefiltencom
,

PCI

Technologies Inc.
"Innovative solutions For Information networks'

INDIGO, INC.
CATV & TELECOMMUNICATION
ENGINEERING SERVICES
IMMCO IS AN INTERNATIONAL FIRM SPECIALIZING IN
AM/FM/GIS, SERVING THE CATV AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

INDUSTRY.

OUR VICE

PRESIDENT OF

MARKETING, JOHN J. DOGARIU WILL BE HAPPY TO
DISCUSS PARTNERING WITH YOU ON YOUR NEXT
PROJECT UTILIZING IMMCO's EXPERIENCED
PERSONNEL AND DIVERSE RESOURCES.

The required resource for today's
broadband professional
NOW AVAILABLE AT 303-393-7449
for extra copies

•RFC DESIGN

•FIBER OPTIC DESIGN

•MAP & DATA CONVERSIONS

I
MMCO INC.
Suite 200
3937 Holcomb Bridge Road
Norcross, GA 30092-2207

•POST ACTIVE DESIGN

•DRAFTING

•AM/FM/GIS

Phone: 770-416-8835
FAX: 770-416-8845
http://www.immcoinc.com
e-mail: john@immcoinc.com

Broadband
In the loop

BUSINESS

AND

NEWS

PERSPECTIVE

Profits continued from page 91
Have acomment? Contact Tom by e-mail at ctrobinson@woriOnet att net

sell the service to
telecommunications companies, banks,
brokerage firms, software developers,
personnel placement firms and others.
Though Telechoice's word-of-mouth
marketing strategy has been, according
to Gabrielson, "extraordinary," he has
no illusions about the next step. "We will
need significant marketing and promotions plans for the next level of customers. The product has to be demonstrated to justify its premium price. We
have to take it to the customers," he said.
"Now, we have more business than we
can handle."
Whether that will continue, however,
is debatable. Says Balderston: "The
Internet has a different dynamic than
cable TV. The Internet services are more
capital-, resource- and people-intensive,
and cable operators must radically
change their business model. At what
point do they become non-cable? Plus,
there's competition out there. ISPs are
adding value services like security and
telling customers that they will manage
their networks for them. Are cable operators ready to go head-to-head with that?
Idoubt it."
Despite lingering doubts about the
wisdom of entering the Internet business, agrowing number of cable operators are bullish on taking their Internet
services to businesses—large and
small—with the upsides far outweighing
the negatives. "We're focusing on
Fortune 500 companies," says Matt
Fanning, vice president, marketing and
sales for Comcast Commercial Online.
"The Internet opens up a company's
employee pool because employees are
not geographically bound. If you are trying to attract people with lots of skill
sets, they could effectively work anywhere." III

time, we want to
continued from page 91

participants and, consequently. ahigher
volume and diversity of programming.

production systems do not in and of

One type of program that has signifi-

themselves always translate into sophis-

cantly benefitted from the mini-studio

ticated and high-quality productions. In

concept is "talk-back television," which

other words, without significant time

is essentially atalk show that encour-

spent in training, learning. supporting.

ages live viewer input (a.k.a., the "Larry

maintaining and staffing complex studio

Tele-education
offerings could be
designed to
reach amass audience

King Live" model). Studies indicate that
this is one of the forms of public access
programming that draws the highest
level of interest.
Further, where access operations
have traditionally revolved around a
larger studio, and the studio starts to
see contention for use during the same

arrangements, their use may not result

time period (often during prime produc-

in the quality of production originally

tion hours in the evening). Studio Bs that

intended. Consequently. those with great

have been developed will help to free up

ideas but less technical persistence

that larger studio. This, in turn, will

become disenchanted. Today's simplified

encourage the production of program-

studio systems can incorporate sophisti-

ming that requires more space. such as

cated digital camera, graphic. audio and

choral productions, shows with live

other electronics which produce ahigh

audiences. dramatic offerings, large

video and audio quality with aminimum

panel interviews. etc.

of training and production effort. As an

(It is important to note here that stud-

example. easy-to-use features of some

ies also indicate that two of the other

mini-studio operations include:

forms of local programming of highest

*Robotic or "locked-down." chipbased cameras (usually two to three)
eArms-length" graphic stands, computer graphics and videotape inputs
*Pre-set lighting (for one-person or
interview)
*IR remote, or simplified switcher.
video source control
*Audio "follow-on" video, voice-acti-

interest to subscribers are community
news programs and high school and
other community sporting events. The
popularity of these two types continues
to indicate the need for larger studio.
mobile studio and field operations.)
Part of the Studio Bconcept grew out
of one- and two-person studios that
were developed for distance learning

vated or simple mixer-based audio

operations. The success of one-person

systems.

studios for educational purposes.

Consequently. the bulk of training can

applied to the public access model, also

be spent on style, presentation and other

indicates that successful tele -education

similar production values so that highly

offerings could be designed to reach a

entertaining and informative shows can

mass or adult audience. This could fur-

be easily produced. Additionally. the

ther help public access continue to

higher volume of people that can be

expand its role into more of acommuni-

trained quickly and effectively than for

ty access model.

traditional studio operations (in some

"Keep it simple." Watchwords to live

cases, three times as fast) can encour-

by. as we've come to understand in

age ahigher diversity of public access

many areas. including television.
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About the author
Craig Kuhl is acontributing editor to
CED and a Denver-based freelance
writer

GI acquires Fuba
Communications
CHICAGO—General Instrument Corp. has acquired
Fuba Communications Systems GmbH (FCS), aEuropean manufacturer of cable
television equipment, based
in Germany. FCS will be integrated with GI's European
operations (headquartered in
Berkshire, U.K.) as awhollyowned subsidiary. The acquisition was made in order to
further strengthen the company's existing regional organization, bringing a manufacturing base doser to GI's
European and Middle Eastern customers and expanding GI's business in Europe,
according to GI.
Throughout Europe, FCS
has asubstantial installed base
of digital and analog headends and cable TV transmission networks. Fuba manufactures and sells end-to-end
solutions for the reception,
processing and transmission
of audio and video signals in
both analog and digital formats, to cable networks. Its
largest market is Germany,
but it also serves acustomer
base in the Netherlands,
France, Austria, the U.K.,
Scandinavia, Switzerland and
the Middle Fast.

Siemens AG,
Com21 ink data
distribution pact
MILPITAS, Calif.—Siemens AG, Public Telecommunication Networks Group
and Com21 have signed an
agreement on the integration
of Com21's ComUnity Access
cable modem system into the
Siemens Multilink Access
product. Within the scope of
the agreement, Siemens re-

BUSINESS

BRIEFS

which enables the integration of live news, sports,
weather and stock information into Suburban photo
classified channels.

FONS, Coherent
form CFX

ceives worldwide, non-exclusive distribution rights to the
ComUnity access system.
Siemens' end-to-end solutions, which cover hybrid
fiber/coax networks, ATM
data networks, solutions for
Internet service providers
and applications including
electronic commerce and
voice, combined with the
Com2 1 ComUnity system,
will enable cable operators to
deliver end-to-end, highspeed data services, according to astatement released by
the two companies. Further,
the "combined strength" of
Siemens' solution range and
Com21's technology lies in
the ability to provide end-toend network solutions for
both residential and business
applications, they add.

Pico. PAS sign
contract
LAKEVIEW TERRACE,
Calif.— Pico Macom Inc. has
signed athree-year contract
with Pan Asian Systems Ltd.
(PAS) for exclusive distribution in Asia and the Pacific
Rim. The expected value of
the agreement is in excess of
$3 million, according to infor-

mation supplied by Pico.
PAS was established in
1991 and is headquartered in
Hong Kong. From there, it
directs an expanding network of offices around Asia
and into the Middle East.
PAS is amember of the trading group A.S. Watson and is
wholly-owned by Hutchison
Whampoa Ltd.

Suburban Cable
picks Scala ad
solution
LOS ANGELES—Suburban Cable has selected
Scala Inc.'s InfoChannel
IC200 solution to centrally
create and distribute local
advertising channels. Suburban will use Scala's commercial production and distribution software to deliver
its programming to 14 headends in metro Philadelphia,
Delaware and southern
New Jersey.
The agreement with
Suburban calls for Scala to
provide the latest software
release of InfoChannel for
Windows 95 and NT operating systems, and associated computer hardware, as
well as custom engineering,

NORTHBORO, Mass.—
FONS Corp. (Fiber Optic
Network Solutions) has
entered into ajoint venture
with Coherent Inc. to form
CFX
Communication
Systems, which will develop
and market ahigh-powered
broadband
transmission
product line capable of providing cost-effective cable TV
and high-speed Internet
access. The product line will
provide both analog and digital transmissions supporting
HFC, FTTC (fiber-to-thecurb) and FITH (fiber-tothe-home) systems.
"In our commercialized
product offering supporting
broadband transmission, one
of the key technological components is a high-powered,
solid-state laser. By combining
FONS and Coherent's expertise, supported by Coherent's
enormous design, development and manufacturing
capabilities, we can provide a
far superior broadband transmission solution to the CATV
industry at an economical
price," said FONS President
and CEO Michael Noonan in
a statement. "Having done
this, we will then be able to
bring acost-effective fiber-tothe-home solution to the
industry in 1998."
Coherent is asupplier of
lasers and laser-based systems
for medical, scientific and
commercial applications. The
company designs and manufactures adiversified selection
of laser-based products. Ill
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Ibusines
ICTV has announced two
senior management appointments. William Zerella has
been named chief financial officer. He will direct the company's financial operations and
strategic planning. Zerella
comes to ICTV
from Pace Inc.,
where he also
served as chief
Zerella
financial officer. Prior to that, he was vice
president of finance for
AmTote, asubsidiary of Gtech
Corporation.
The company has also
appointed Christopher Dorst
as vice president of marketing. A 14-year marketing veteran, Dorst's most recent position was at Sun Microsystems,
where he directed the outbound marketing and demand
creation program for its
Netra brand,
introducing
three major
product lines.
Dorst
Before Sun,
Dorst held marketing positions in Apple Computer's
Newton division, publishing
sports and personal information management software for
the PDA. His management
experience also extends into
world-dass athletics. For 10
years, Dorst held an elected
position on the Board of
Directors of the United States
Olympic Committee.
Sam Dellipoala has been
named executive director,
client services at CSG Systems
Inc. In this position, Dellipoala
will work within the company's
client services account management group providing support for the company's tele106
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phony, cable television, and
high-speed data operations.
Prior to this new position, Dellipoala was
vice president
of information
technology for
Media0ne in
Atlanta, where
Dellipoala
he served as
the chief technologist for startup operations serving 560,000
customers with 1,200 employees. While there, his responsibilities included implementing residential and business
telephony customer care and
billing systems, leading the
product review process, directing the replacement of legacybased customer care and
billing systems, directing OSS
server support for amultiple
number of network engineering applications, and more.
SeaChange International
Inc. has appointed Yvette
Gordon as director of interactive technologies. Aveteran
interactive and systems software developer, Gordon was
most recently director of
interactive technologies for
Time Warner Cable, where
she managed anumber of
technical departments for the
world's first digital interactive
television project, the Full Service Network. She also assisted in designing and implementing Tune Warner's digital
cable system for digital broadcast and video-on-demand.
Group W Network Services (GWNS) has created and
filled two new positions in its
management ranks. Edward
Olson has been appointed as
senior director, technology and
project development. As head
of anew business unit, Olson is
responsible for reviewing and

people

integrating
advanced technical solutions
into company
operations for
broadcast,
Olson
cable and business television clients. This new
group is also responsible for
developing, engineering and
constructing major projects for
the company's domestic and
international operations. Most
recently, Olson held the position of senior director, transmission facilities at GWNS.
The company also announced that Donald May has
been named senior project
manager, technology and project development. In this newly created position, he will be
responsible for designing and
managing new projects for the
company's domestic and international operations. He returns
to the company after working
as engineering
manager in
Singapore for
ayear-and-ahalf at Asia
Broadcast
May
Centre, ajoint
venture of GWNS and The
Yellow River Network. While
there, May helped design the
facility's all-digital system and
managed the engineering staff.
Vyvx Inc. has announced a
number of appointments in
its national sales and marketing force. Regina Bigler has
been named mid-Atlantic
regional sales manager in
Maryland, where she is
responsible for managing the
company's account team
which serves Maryland, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia,
West Virginia and the District
of Columbia. John Lipuma is

eastern regional sales manager for Vyvx Advertising Distribution Services and is
responsible for the company's
New York City sales team.
Tony Gonzalez has been
named as account manager in
Vyvx's western region office
in Long Beach, Calif., and
Tom Cormier has been
appointed account manager
for Florida. Christopher
Starkey has been named
account manager for New
England and New York state
in the northeast sales office.
Dwayne Hamilton has
been named southeast regional sales manager for Trilogy
Communications' CATV products division. In this new position, Hamilton is based in
Atlanta and covers the company's territory from Virginia to
florida. With more than 15
years of sales
and management experience, Hamilton
was most recently regional
Hamilton
manager for
iCS. Before that, he served as a
fiber optics application engineer with Antec.
Philips Broadband Networks appointed Don Williams
and Brad Farris as account
executives to serve clients in
the southeast and the northwest regions.
Williams will
work with service operators
in northern
California,
Williams
Oregon, Washington, Alaska, Montana, Idaho and Utah. Farris will be
responsible for Texas, Oldahoma, New Mexico, Arkansas
and Louisiana.
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Adelphi>
SYSTEM
DESIGNER
Don't let arewarding opportunity pass you
by...consider Adelphia for a challenging
career opportunity. Adelphia, one of the
nation's largest and most progressive telecommunications companies, has an opening for aSystem Designer to work at its
corporate headquarters in Coudersport,
PA. Adelphia offers excellent benefits, a
401(k) plan, competitive salaries and a
fully paid relocation package.
As aSystem Designer, the selected applicant will provide design and drafting
services, coordinate the activities of other
design personnel, and ensure quality control of design work for cable systems.
To qualify, ahigh school diploma and a
minimum of three years of cable television strand and broadband design experience, or equivalent education and experience, is required. Must be familiar
with standard computer applications in
the engineering field (Windows, spreadsheet, wordprocessing, database) and
must have experience with CAD (computer aided drafting). Experience with
AutoCad and Focus is preferred. Courses
in scientific math (i.e., algebra, geometry,
trigonometry) are preferred. Must be able
to manipulate design and drafting tools to
produce required plans and designs on
paper and on computer. Must be able to
manipulate and move large design drawings (24' by 36").
Successful applicant must pass adrug
test, physical examination, criminal background check and driver's record check,
if applicable.
Resumes will be accepted until March 15,
1998, or until filled thereafter. Qualified
applicants should submit aresume to the
following address:
ADELPHIA
Attn: Recruiting Dept.
CC8109
Main at Water Street
Coudersport, PA 16915
%

teen

We are an EEO Employer

CABLE TV

TELEPHONE — INTERNET

The Media Company

Tired ofjust reading about the new enhanced services?
Come join the team that is delivering those services today!
KNOLOGY Holdings, Inc. a progressive broadband communications company in the
Southeast is seeking applicants for the following positions:
RF Technicians-Southeast locations
Responsible for preventive maintenance and repair of HFC network, proof of performance,
system balancing

and testing. Qualifications: High School diploma or GED. NCTI

Advanced Technician; knowledge of National Electronic Codes and FCC, CLI reports.
Minimum of two years experience as maintenance technician or RF technician with overall of four years in the preventive maintenance field (Positions available in Columbus, Ga.
Montgomery, Alabama and Panama City, Florida.) (Job Code RF)
Technical Trainer- -Corporate
Responsible for design, development and implementation of training of technical staff
within the systems, including NCTI certification courses, customer service courses, and
career development courses for all technical staff Associates degree preferred, atotal of 57years experience in cable industry with proven skills in training. Excellent presentation
skills required.( Job Code Ti')
Manager of HFC Design-Corporate
Responsible for the design, implementation, testing and maintenance of Hybrid FiberCoax Network for multiple locations. Must have previous experience in design and engineering of HFC networks. Fundamental working knowledge of AutoCAD and
LoadDATA.

Five plus years relative experience preferred.

Knowledge of Cable or

Telephony favorable. (Job Code MHFC)
KNOLOGY offers a competitive compensation and benefit package to include: Stock
options; 401(k), insurance, paid time off.
Please send resume and salary history to:
KNOLOGY Holdings, Inc.
1239 O.G. Skinner Dr. •P.O. Box 510 •West Point, Ga. 31833
e-mail ajackson@knology.com

Since 1975 we have served
the CABLE-TV industry by
matching talent with opportunity.
JIM

YOUNG &

ASSOCIATES

One Young Plaza, Weatherford, Texas 76086
Call (800) 433-2160 •Fax (817) 599-4483 •E-mail: jyoung@staffing.net
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LONG TERM IMMEDIATE
WORK AVAILABLE .

CD'.
CDI Telecommunications, Inc

•CONSTRUCTION CREWS
•UPGRADE SPLICERS
•FIBER CREWS

is hiring experienced people
for the following positions:

•SWEEP/ACTIVATION
•UNDERGROUND CREWS
•I
N- HOUSE CREWS

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Design Fiber & Coax
Broadband Routes.

800-806-5951 Ext. 17

Fax: 770-498-3890

TECHNICIANS
Installation, Cut-over,
Testing, Upgrades

Call: (800) 669-1890 Ext. 4119
Fax: 800-875-1904 Attn. CED98
Mail resume to:
P.O. Box 4056, Dept. CED98
Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056

VIEWSONICS IS EXPANDING!
Now part of a$3 billion entity, opportunities are available for Sales and Marketing Managers,
both domestic and international, Engineering Manager, Design Engineers, RF and Microwave
Systems and Products and Electronic Technicians.
We offer ahighly competitive benefits package which includes afully paid major medical
insurance plan and life insurance. Work in beautiful Boca Raton, Florida. All replies will be
kept strictly confidential. Fax resume to: Abram Ackerman: 561-998-3712 or E-Mail:
viewson@ix.netcom.com or call 1-800-645-7600.

CABLE SEARCL
ASSOCIATE
Professional Search & Placement
Engineering
Managemen.
Technicians
Sales
Marketing
Construction

Call or Write
Wick Kirby
P.O. Box 2347
Naperville, IL 60567
630-369-262G
630-369-0126 fax

wickkirbeaol.com

FEES PAID

p

SCTE Sustaining Member

roeh
F
Froeh
eter

lich
lich &Co.

search

1
3
.0. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337
EMAIL: pfsearch@flash. net
Web: http://www.flash.nett-pfsearch

All levels of Technical
Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Operators and
Manufacturers
Call or Write. Fees Paid.
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CATV TECHNICIANS
Friendship Cable, a subsidiary of Buford
Television, Inc., one of the fastest growing cable
companies in Texas, needs experienced Service
Technicians in Northeast and Southeast areas of
TX, Northwest and Central LA, Northeast and
Southeast AR and Southern MO.
We offer acompetitive hourly pay, paid vacations
and holidays, 401(k), medical, dental and life
benefits. You need at least 2years of cable experience, including headend, trunk and feeder
knowledge and abackground in troubleshooting
and line amplifiers. Candidates must have no fear
of heights as positions require climbing poles.
Candidates must also possess avalid driver's
license, agood driving record and pass apreemployment drug screening.
We are an equal opportunity
1-888-865-3850. Leave name,
ing for and day/night phone
resumes to 1-903-581-2185 or

employer. Call
position applynumbers. Fax
send to:

Buford Television, Inc.
Human Resource Administrator
P.O. Box 9090
Tyler, TX 75711

To Place AClassified
Ad In CED Magazine Or
On The Internet...
II Call Jim Brennan at
800-866-0206 or 610-964-4982
(e-mail: jbrennan@chilton.net) by
the first of the month preceding
the month of the desired issue.
Fax insertion order and any
advertisement copy to
610-964-4663.
II Mail any ad materials or Box #

DEMAND TECH
Jones Communications ut Dalu (ity, VA is
seeking a qualified Demand Technician. 3
yrs. CATV & Fiber Optic exp. Resp. for repair-

ing outages, line problems, trouble calls.

JONES

Jones Communications
4391 Dale Blvd.
Woodbridge, VA 22193
703-670-5479 (FAX)
EOE

replies to: CED Classifieds, Inside
Sales Department (4th Floor),
201 King of Prussia Road,
Radnor, PA 19089,
Attn. Jim Brennan.

PRODUCTS,

E ST.

SERVICES,

QUALITY REPAIR
COMPETITIVE
PRICES
A Full Service Telecommunications

1988

Repair Center
•Converters
•Line Equipment
•Test Equipment
•Satellite Receivers
•Headend Equipment
•Standby Power Supplies

PRECISION

1-800-681-TECH

TiCHNOLOGY
SERVICES.

(1-800-681-8324)

INC.

Rte. 45, Gateway Ctr. •Westville, NJ
(609) 742-0830 •Fax (609) 742-1780

1,1• RE •AUDIO •VIDEO REPAIR SERVICES

e

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

•Coaxial and Fiber
•Mapping and Design
•Make Ready
•Splicing and Activation
•Fusion Splicing
•Material Supply
•Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

1-800-338-9299

•Emergency Fiber
Restoration
•System Sweep
•Proof of Performance
•Turnkey Headend
•Complete Turnkey
Project Management

quality service performed on a timely basis
http: //www.cableconstructors.com

&

EQUIPMENT

G

DIRECTORY

Gibson Technical Services, Inc.

• Fiber Fusion Splicing Specialists
• Electronics Upgrade/Modification
• CW Proofs to 750MHz
• Upgrade/Rebuild Construction
• Computer Drafting/Design/Field Mapping
• Reverse Activation and Characterization
• 750 MHz Bi-Directional Sweep
www.gibsontech.com
508 Industrial Drive •Woodstock, GA 30189
PH (770) 591-1670 •EX (770) 591-1484

11111111111

White Sandi

11111111111

1-800-Jumpers

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
Fto F, N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81
GILBERT
PPC
LRC
OFF SHORE

RG-56
COMM/SCOPE
RG-59
BELDEN
RG-11
TIMES
RG-213
QUABBIN
RG-214
We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths.

Fax: (602) 582-2915. Ph (602) 581-0331
21615 N. 27th Avenue •Phoenix, AZ 85027

uality Cable tk Electronics I c.
1950 NW 44th Street • Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Tel: (954) 978-8845 Fax: (954) 978-8831
Internet: http://www.QualityCable.com

Cable-ing the world ....
Headend /Line Equipment /Drop Material /Converters

(800) 978-8845
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PRODUCTS,

SERVICES.

Filters

Custom Filters
Head End Quality
Brickwall

Traps
Custom Tiering
Channel Deletion

&

EQUIPMENT

DIRECTORY

EAS "SUB-ALERT"

Emergency Alert System

"Quick Delivery"

The Trap Shop

FCC & LOCAL FRANCHISE COMPLIANT
1st COMPLETE AUDIO & VIDEO E.A.S.

Small Quantities •Low Pricing

"Solutions" Not Just Products...

8291 Larkspur Dr.
PO Box 711
Baldwinsville, NY 13027

Tel: 315-652-3001
Fax: 315-652-4661

DESIGN EXTENDER
THE

MAPPING

INNOVATORS

ADivision Of GLA International
-40
Call 800-875-8786 and let us assist you with:
• Strand Mapping

• Fiber Optic Design

• As Built Mapping
• Rebuild Mapping
• Fiber Optic Routing

• Lode Data -AutoCad
• Lynx, Focus, CableView

• MDU Surveys
• Map Digitizing
• System Design
• FTF-FTSA Design

• Microstation (DGN)
Experts
• File Conversions:
DWG -DGN -DXF
• CAD System Sales &
Training

Phone: 314-579-4627. Fax: 314-579-4628
17998 Chesterfield Airport Rd. •Suite 100, Chesterfield, MO 63005

800-628-0088

SPECTIM1

(Audio Only Also Available)

Kik

NORTH AMERICAN
CABLE EQUIPMENT, INC.

Your Source For Commercial And Residential
CATV And Satellite Equipment
Call For Our 176 Page Catalog
•Cable•Tronix
•Pico Macom
•Holland Electronics
•Sony Satellite
•Atlas/Soundolier
•Champion
•California Amplifier
•Grundig
•Spaun
•Norsat
•1)/ton
•Telecrafter
•Middle Atlantic
•Newpoint
•Arrow Fastener Co.
•West Penn Wire

•Belden
•Blonder Tongue
•CommScope
•Gilbert
•Sadelco
•Qintar
•Winegard
•Chaparral
•Videonics
•Nextwave
•KTI
•DLS
•Video Mount Products
•Microwave Filter Co.
•Force. Inc.
•Thomas & Betts

PHONE: (800) 688-9282
FAX: (610) 429-3060
3 Locations To Serve You NV, TX, PA

PYRAMID
Is Quality Construction

0
0
11
\el
trig

Pyramid Industries offers Quality
Smoothsvall, Ribbed, Corrugated or
Figure 8Innerduct at competitive
prices and immediate delivery,
contact your local distributor or call
us at: 814-455-7587.

" rea_
PVRAUD OCIU577013, IC.

.,o

0

1422 Irwin Dr. Ede, PA 16505 •814/ 455-7587 Fax 814/ 454-8756
vnwi.pyramidincLcom
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PRODUCTS.

SERVICES.

&

BUY SELL

EQUIPMENT

RMF

F
RE-PA-IR1

INSPECT •PAINT •REPAIR •RE-GUY •LIGHTING •ERECT
•ANTENNA •FEEDLINES •ANALYSIS •DISMANTLE

HERMAN J. J
OHNSTON

Free Pickup & Delivery Service Available
Supporting Broadband Networks
W,r1cIwicIe

864-574-0155
Fax 864-574-0383
sales@dbtronics.com
http://www.dbtronics.com

• PPV Set-tops

•Custom Manufacturing

DIRECTORY

PRESIDENT

Nationwide
Tower Company
RADIO, TELEVISION, C.A.T.V. AND MICROWAVE TOWERS
PO. BOX 130 •POOLE, KENTUCKY 42444 •(502) 533-6600
MOBILE (502) 831-4573
FAX (502) 533-0044

•S-A & C-COR 750MHZ EQ's

A

Seientifi
Atlanta

•Mag 550MHZ Upgrades, Reverse Ready
•Addressable Control Replacement for SM4/5
•Integration Services for Advanced Technology

Accepting
Mastercard
and VISA

WE BUY & SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED
CONNECTORS,TAPS, HEADEND, LINEGEAR, M ISC.

TM BROKERS

Industry
Service
Since

4.4

4

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
JUMPER CABLES

1966

P.O. BOX 9707 •HELENA MT 59604

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -COCOLALLA, ID 83813
TEL: 208-683-2797 OR Fax: 208-683-2374
EMAIL: moorst@comtch.iea.com
HOME PAGE: http://www.iea.com/-moorst/
We Now Accept M/C And VISA
See Inventory On Home Page

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

•FMale
•RG -56
•PL

•RG -59
•BNC
•Other

•FFemale
•RG -11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

QUANTEK dB, INC.
REPLACEMENT EQUALIZERS
FOR SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
JERROLD JLX MAGNOVOX 62E
$8.75
FLATNESS ±.15dB
$8.75
INSERTION LOSS <1dB
RETURN LOSS BETTER THAN -20dB
Inc
(111'11 ,
..901C1C0171111C.COM
.

(609) 346-2778

RTD-540
RETURN TEST DEVICE
FOR TESTING RETURN PATH IN
SUBSCRIBERS HOME

CALL 1-888-QUANTEK

Established
1980

eQuantek dB, Inc.

Member
SCIE

A DIVISION NAHUEL TRADING CORP

Ervin Cable Construction, Inc.
Communication Construction Specialist
Help Wanted in the Southeast and Midwest Region

BU

Call -1- 800 -232 -7155

CL

450 Pryor Blvd., RO. Box 10, Sturgis, KY 42459
•Fiber Splicing
•Design and Mapping

•Upgrades
•New Builds
•Directional

•Coaxial Splicing
•Primestar Installers

Boring

Peuritb
-—

L7A Feype

We buy and sell excess cable equipment!
We provide quality service!
(800) 451-1762 •(913) 764-7280 •fax (913) 764-0540
www. adamsglobal corn
email: madams@adamsglobal .corn

WE UY AND SELL
em QUALITY CATV EQUIPMENT

D
SI
01,0

g!

<qeitiv
i
ee
et,

LINE AMPLIFIERS, TAPS, CONNECTORS
CONVERTERS -ALL TYPES AND MAKES
HEADEND EQUIPMENT
FAX US YOUR SURPLUS IN
PH: (760) 631-2324

LIST

• FAX: (760) 631-1184
CED/MARCH 1998
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Í TEST

SERVICES,

&

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT SALE!

-Quality Pre-owned, Current Models

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS
By

Idea/ornes

-Hundreds of items in stock
-Guaranteed to meet OEM Specifications
-Volume Discounts Available
-HP, Tektronix, Wavetek, Trilithic, Calan, etc.
*Signal Level Meters

*Spectrum Analyzers

*Video Testing

"Leakage Detectors

*Network Analyzers

*Sweep Systems

"TDR's

*Return Alignment

*Bench Sweeps

*Fiber Optic

PTL TEST EQUIPMENT, INC.
PH: (561) 747-3647

FAX: (561) 575-4635

1 TO MEET THE FCC MANDATE
or For local franchise requirements
Complete Audio and Video
i
or Audio only systems available
I
Compatible with all headends
I
RF and IF Solutions
Starting Under $5000
Idea/onics
The pioneers in Emergency Alert Systems
(701) 786-3904
FAX (701) 786-4294

BOLIGHT/SOLD/SERVICED

450

MAG Station
GI Station
SA Station
C -COR Station

450

MAG LE
GI LE
SA LE
C -COR LE

MHz

BUY -SELL -LEASE -TRADE

MHz

NEW YEAR SALE
remotes — topcases — converters — parts — accessories
compatible remotes for all models in stock
remote controls
bezels & lenses
batteries (all sizes)

brand new
brand new
bulk rates

from
from
from

$2.95
$0.75
$0.14

brand new topcases for SA converters

SA
SA
SA
SA

8600
8590 phase II
8520
8500

with
with
with
with

lens
lens
lens
lens

new
new
new
new

infrared remote
parental lockout
sleep timer
channel memory

new converters... .from $45

CALL NOW!
112
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favorite channel
skip channel
auto fine-tune
ch. 3output

with volume

$349$85-

ALL TYPES OF
EQUIPMENT WANTED
-Fax ListWE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

AIL LISA
SE rVIICES,
1-800-98-ARENA

SINCE
1982
Fax 1-610-279-5805

SAVE TIME AND MONEY ON
WIRE 8. CABLE INSTALLATION
Faster Installation =Lower Labor Costs
•Wall fishes—insulated or not

„Ç

•In attics and above ceilings
,Íz •Floor to floor

•Finished basements &crawl spaces
•Behind baseboard w/o removing it
•Under carpet, between tadcstrip &wall
—•Eliminate "fire block" problems
The Tools and Training needed to do
whole house installations FAST and EASY!

$2.95
$2.95
$2.95
$2.95

full-featured new converters at cut-rate prices
99 channels
switched AC
last channel
550 mhz

DIRECTORY

Flex Pits •PVC Push Pull Rods •Fiberglas Telescopic Pole
Screw-Together Fiberglass Rods •One-Piece 30' Rods 8...

Call for a Catalog 800-530-3979

McCarten Company
(303) 239-0790

www.mccartenco.com

Fax (303) 239-8750

mccartenco@aol.com

from $69

800-644-6682 LOWEST PRICES!

4111
1

Call Jim Brennan to
reserve space! 800-866-0206

—

CONTRACTORS

FIBER

OPTICS

When You Need Quality and Dependability, You Need

RITE CABLE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
Specializing in
Telecommunications Construction -Including Strand Mapping, Asbuilt Mapping, Fiber Optic Routing &
Design, Splicing Schematic, Map Digitizing, System Design, Project Management, Fiber Splicing & Testing,
Aerial & Underground Construction, Coaxial Splicing & Activation, System Sweep & Proof of Performance

For Excellence in Fiber Optics
• Splicing • Testing • Restoration •
Qualified Technicians,
ON-SITE OVERNIGHT!
Excellent references • Competitive Rates
Call Today for More Information.

888-SPLICE IT

Testing, Complete Residential Installation, MDU Pre-Wire/Post Wire & Material Management.
"1)0 it the RITE way the first time."
Les Smith, President

Job Opportunities!

1-800-327-0208

P.O. Box 3040 (32723-3040)
1207 S. Woodland Blvd., Suite 1

Fax: 1-904-738-0870

DeLand, FL 32720

Get Caught In The Net!
There is a great variety of classifieds
waiting for you at
http: //www.trans-action.com

.i0DUCTS & SERVICES
Say You Saw It On
The Trans-Action Classified WebSite!
Call 800-866-0206 To Place An Internet Classified

If you would like to run an ad in CED Classified, and you need to have one produced...
please call Jim Brennan at CED to discuss space rates, graphic capabilities & deadlines
Tel: 1-800-866-0206 or 610-964-4982
24 Hour Fax: 610-964-4663 •e-mail: jbrennan@chilton.net
CED/MARCH 1998 113
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Broadcast conditional access

R

emember when there were TV stations that broadcast
scrambled programming? Pay TV, it was called. Now
they're back again, using the multichannel capability of
digital broadcast TV Envision aworld of digital TV, where broadcasters deliver multiple standard-definition TV programs within a
6MHz channel, some of which are scrambled, and where TV sets
have aslot for asecurity card, just like the DirecTV receiver.
That's one possible world of five to 10 years from now.
Consider user-friendliness. When you change channels, do
you have to take out one card and plug in adifferent one? That's
aloser. How about aTV set with several slots? But maybe the TV
set manufacturers won't put more than one slot in aTV set. Then
the broadcasters in town will have to agree on asingle scrambling
system that uses the same card for all broadcasters in town. There
are ways to do this, with each broadcaster transmitting its own

By Jeffrey Krauss,
Pay TV oscillator
and President of
Telecommunications
and Technology Polk\
Have acomment? Contact Jeff

via e-mail at jkrauss@cpcug.org

entitlement and authorization messages that are addressed to individual subscribers, but all using the same decryption drcuitry.
So all the broadcasters in town would have to agree on a
decryption system. Broadcasters compete vigorously with one
another; they'd have to cooperate on this. And they would, so
long as each station broadcasts its own entitlement messages.
But suppose you live in Princeton, NJ. and can receive both
New York and Philadelphia TV stations. You might still need to
swap cards, unless all the New York and all the Philadelphia stations agree on the same system. All up and down the East Coast,
there will be daisy chains of TV stations that would all have to
agree on asingle decryption system. And that is all feasible,
because they could each control their own subscribers' access,
because they each transmit only their own entitlement messages.

Security risks
How many recall the initial attack on the VideoCipher
scrambling system? Pirates exploited aweakness in the system
that allowed access to all scrambled programming if the
decoder was legally authorized for any scrambled programming. Customers signed up for the cheapest service, then used
114
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illegally modified circuitry to watch all programming.
Of course, that was in 1986. Security technology has
improved since then. But so have the pirates' capabilities, as evidenced by the successful attacks on the DirecTV security system.
Moreover, because each TV broadcaster could presumably
procure its security cards from any manufacturers, there would be
multiple card designs, some of which might be more susceptible
to hacking than others. Liability is another issue. If Ibuy asecurity card to watch channel 7's scrambled programming, but then
use it to steal channel 4's programming, does channel 7have to
pay channel 4for the lost revenue?
With the above scenario, each broadcaster transmits its own
entitlement messages on its own channel. That differs from a
cable system, where all entitlement messages are transmitted in a
separate out-of-band data channel. And it differs from satellite
security systems, where all messages are transmitted on all channels. So no matter what channel you are watching, your security
card knows what scrambled channels you are entitled to receive.
But broadcasters don't want to carry entitlement messages
for other broadcasters, for obvious competitive reasons. Not
only that, but entitlement messages eat up channel capacity.
More importantly, when you change channels, your security
card may have to wait for the next transmission of entitlement
messages in order to determine whether it is authorized to
descramble that programming. The channel change problem is
serious. It can be ameliorated by lengthening the "epochs;" that
is, the period of time over which an entitlement message is
valid. If you tuned to achannel anytime during the past month,
then you've received the entitlement message that's valid now.
Of course, longer epochs mean reduced security.
Even if broadcasters were willing to carry each others' entitlement messages, which ones would they carry? Would
Philadelphia stations carry New York messages in order to serve
viewers who live in Princeton? With TV broadcasting, the laws of
radio propagation determine which stations you can receive, and
the TV stations themselves don't know because it depends on
your location, intervening terrain, antenna height, etc.
Some broadcasters, Fox in particular, are keen on delivering
scrambled programming. Fox's interest comes partly from having
asister corporation under the Murdoch family umbrella which is
aleading player in video security, having supplied both the nowhacked DirecTV scrambling system and similarly-hacked systems
for Europe. But apart from Fox, broadcasters don't appear to
have given agreat deal of consideration to the security risks and
channel change problems. And TV set manufacturers won't start
building 1'V sets with security card slots until they're convinced
there's abusiness there. It will take some real effort to get this
started. Maybe subsidized TV sets, which Iwrote about last
month, will do the trick. MI

"My hybrid
fiber/coax system
is amix of four
different equipment
manufacturers from
the headend out.
Where can Ifind a
compatible network
monitoring system?"

Take Two dispirit" &A Cain AM

A

end to

problems facing you today. The best way to

end HFC network monitoring system is

prevent cable system headaches is to call in

compatible with all major brands of

AM before they start. AM's OmniStat system

M Communications'

OmniStatTM

cable transmission equipment.. With hundreds

monitors headend, optical equipment, ampli-

of systems installed worldwide and over

fiers, power supplies and end of line perfor-

500.000 units in the field. AM has become the

mance. OmniStat can be customized so that it

preferred OEM provider for

meets the most demanding

major manufacturers —pro-

needs of your cable system

viding cable system reliability

making it asolid foundation

for every brand or combination of brands of

for integrated system management that is

broadband equipment. It's what you expect from

modular, expandable and cost effective. All of

an industry pioneer with afifteen-year record of

this and an easy-to-use Windows environ-

providing quality network monitoring systems.

ment means you can forget the aspirin —and

But compatibility is only one of the many

the headaches.

100 Commerce Drive, Quakertown, PA 18951-2237 • 800.248.9004 • www.amcomm.com

COMMUNICATION S
The cure for cable system headaches

HFC Building Blocks For
nfinite Architectural Possibilities

Scientific
Atlanta

Prisma - Optical Networks from Scientific-Atlanta.
The industry's most comprehensive optoelectronics
platform that helps you deploy any HFC architecture.
Designed for your business model and service levels.
If multimedia is key to your business vision, you need
the most flexible and cost-effective optoelectronics options.
And as fiber goes ever deeper, your choices become more
critical. Looking to offer high-speed Internet access, digital
video, or full-duplex voice and data? Then launch our
SDH/SONET compliant Prisma Digital Transport and
Dense Wave Division Multiplexing solutions. Or, deploy
our 1550 nm-to-node and 1310 nm WDM overlay technologies for broadcast and targeted services, and our fiber optic
nodes for serving area distribution.
To discuss your architectural needs, call us at 800-433-6222.
We'll show you how Prisma Optical Networks makes your
architecture possible.

Reader
Service

58

www.sciatl.com

